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Manual
draws
questions
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
new Kentucky special education manual is already circulating in school districts even
though the federal government
has not yet approved all of
the regulations in it.
The U.S. Office of Special
Education Programs recently
sent back a portion of the new
state regulations with nearly
170 separate queries.
Some parents of special education students say state officials should have waited. One
parent, Gina Burns of Lexington, said she thinks the confusion and effort spent fixing
the state regulations will hinder attempts to deliver good
special education.
"We're wasting the valuable
time of our key people in special education, if they have to
relearn these again when
they're totally revised," she said.
State education officials say
OSEP's questions are related
to the department's responsibilities, not school districts'.
"The biggest problem the
feds had was that we did not
specifically outline what we
would be doing," said Lisa
Gross, a spokeswoman for the
state Department of Education.
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Alcohol vote passes
Murray voters OK
liquor-by-the-drink,
Vote dies in Hazel
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
Before the votes were counted
Tuesday, City Administrator Don Elias
was already poring over state statutes
regulating the sale of alcohol - just
in case.
His research proved helpful.
Murray voters approved the measure 2,801 to 2,533 to allow restaurants seating at least 100 and deriving 70 percent of its revenue from
food sales to sell alcohol by the
drink.
Hazel voters, meanwhile, downed
the local measure there by a vote
of 88-44.
"One of the things we have to
do is appoint a local Alcohol Beverage Commission administrator,"
Elias said. "We have to set up ordinances regarding what it takes to
get a license, hours of operation,
ways to monitor the 70 percent rule,
regulatory fees, etc."
State laws set a minimum for
alcohol sales, but local governing

bodies have the option to create ordinances that are more stringent.
In this case, the Murray City
Council will be responsible for setting up the ordinances. However.
Elias is unsure which council - the
current one or the one featuring five
new members elected Tuesday - will
handle the job.
"We plan to discuss this at Thursday's meeting," Elias said. "We want
to make sure we start it out right."
Under state law, once the vote is
certified, restaurants are able to begin
selling alcohol within 60 days. However. Elias noted that restaurants must
also have licenses, which could extend
the time frame.
"There is really no way to do
this before 60 days," he said.
Murray officials have already contacted the ABC to obtain information on how to implement the measure.
"ABC is working on times to
meet with local communities," he said.
"We have been in contact with Madis-

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
15th & Olive owner Jeff Yates (left) looks over some election numbers Tuesday with
restaurant referendum supporters Joyce and Mike Cowen in the county clerk's office.
onville for information also.er in a common-sense fashion." Scott said. -HowCalloway County Sheriff Stan Scott, who had ever you want to look at it, it s here and we
it to each other to
been a vocal opponent of the alcohol measure, can't change it. We all o
emphasized the importance of cooperation now
that the vote has been taken.
"I am looking at how we can all work togeth- • See Page 2

Alliance
seeks to
overturn
decision
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
The Kentucky Fairness Alliance
has started a letter-writing campaign in hopes of overturning
a decision by Owensboro's Big
Brothers-Big Sisters to ban
homosexuals from mentoring
children.
The local Big Brothers-Big
Sisters board voted 10-9 last
month to prohibit gays and lesbians from volunteering. Board
members cited health concerns
and confusion of children.
The fairness alliance is seeking a meeting with board members.
"We asked for them to have
a dialogue with us so they can
hear some facts on those accusations," said Keat Hor, president of the KFA.
The Big Brothers-Big Sisters board will consider whether
to discuss the issue with interested groups at its Nov. 15
meeting, said board chairman
Mike Sullivan. There are no
plans to vote on the issue
again, he said.
The Owensboro chapter of
Big Brothers-Big Sisters voted
to ban homosexuals from volunteering shortly after an
employee quit last month. After
an initial 8-8 vote, the board
voted Oct. 25 to ban from volunteering gays and lesbians
who openly say they are homosexual.
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Presidential
race still
up in air
BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
Voters lined up all day Tuesday at Racer Arena and other precincts across Calloway County. Voter turnout topped 61 percent.

Lines evident at local polls
ing Al Gore 7,705 to 5,635 in the
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
presidential race and Ed Whitfield
Staff Writer
One of the tightest presidential beating Brian Roy by a final marraces in American history, a hotly- gin of 7,378 to 5,614.
The biggest news of the night
contested battle for a seat in the
U.S. House of Representatives and in Murray, though, was the outthe proposal of whether alcohol could come of the local option election
be sold in Murray and Hazel brought that would allow restaurants that
local voters out to the polls. in seat over 100 and derive at least
70 percent of their sales from food
droves Tuesday.
Calloway County Clerk Ray to serve alcohol by the drink.
Coursey said 59 percent of the
Coursey Jr. reported 61 percent voter
turnout Tuesday, a far cry from the eligible 9,043 voters in the Murray
17 percent that voted during last city limits cast their votes on the
November's election. Of Calloway "yes or no" question, with 2,801
County's 21,829 registered voters, voting in favor of the measure and
13,262 went to the polls, accord- 2,533 voting against it. Just down
the highway in Hazel, the same
ing to Coursey.
"1 just want to thank all the peo- measure was defeated by a vote of
ple that waited in those long lines 88 to 44.
to vote," Coursey said Wednesday
The night would also see some
new faces be voted onto the Murmorning.
Calloway County proved to be ray City Council.
Incumbents Danny Hudspeth,
Republican country Tuesday night,
with George W. Bush outdistanc- Johnny Bohannon, Tommy Sanders,

Tom Rushing, Doris Parham, Bill
Wells and Bill Cherry all retained
their council seats, while fellow
incumbents Ginger Veal and Joe
Hal Spann were defeated.
Newcomers to the council will
include Lance Allison, Rita Henley, Hugh Massey and Jay Morgan.
Dr. Dan Miller will rejoin the council after a two-year absence. Rushing received the most votes and
will serve as mayor pro-tern.
Stuart Alexander and Marc Peebles will join the Murray School
Board. Jenna Garland, Pat Latimer,
Rita Emery and Lane Schmidt were
elected as Hazel city commissioners.
Calloway Countians went along
with the rest of state in approving
a state constitutional amendment
that will allow annual sessions for

(AP)- After a night of suspense and drama,
_the presidential vote is cast but the verdict is
unknown. The outcome of the race between
Republican George W. Bush and Democrat Al
Gore hung on an incomplete vote count Wednesday in Florida, where fewer than 1,700 votes
separated the two candidates out of 96 million cast across America.
The outcome — or lack of one — left the
nation wondering who would succeed Bill
Clinton on Jan. 20 and raised the prospect
BUSH
the question would be unanswered for days.
Gore himself thought he had lost, when the
broadcast networks projected Bush the winner
in Florida — and thus the nation.
The vice president telephoned his congratulations to the Texas governor.
Then he called again and took his concession back.
"There's never been a night like this one.
Gore campaign chairman William Daley said
at Gore headquarters in Nashville, Tenn. "This
race is simply too close to call."
GORE
Standing in the rain, the Nashville crowd
chanted, "Recount!"
Bush's hometown newspaper, the Austin Arnerican-Statesman,
had to stop the presses after printing 59,000 copies with the
front-page headline "Bush!"
TV networks and many other newspapers also proclaimed
Bush the winner. The Associated Press did not, citing the narrowing vote count. By dawn, it was clear the race was not
over.
The AP tally showed Bush leading by fewer than 1.700
votes in Florida, and both the Bush and Gore campaigns were
sending teams of lawyers to the state Wednesday to keep an
eye on the recount.
Daley said former Secretary of State Warren Christopher
would oversee the recount for the Democrats.

II See Page 2
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GOP keeps control of state Senate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky Capitol will remain a house divided
among Republicans and Democrats.
The GOP retained 20-18 numerical control of the Senate while Democrats held
on to most of their House advantage, though
three incumbent representatives lost.
The disagreements apparently won't be
going away anytime soon.
Democratic Gov. Paul Patton and Republican Senate President David Williams continued sniping at one another even after
returns were in on Tuesday.
Williams said Patton offended many
Republican senators. "The governor's got a

lot of fence-mending to do with these members," Williams said.
Patton said that was political naivete
among Republicans.
"I have said nothing that I would back
out on," Patton said. "If they didn't expect
me to support the Democrats, then they're
not very mature politicians.
"I did not say anything personal about
any Republican members of the Senate."
Patton added.
Patton said it was a Democratic victory
because his party had to defend 11 of the
19 seats on the ballot this year. "By not
losing, I think we won," Patton said.

Williams said it was the Republicans
who came out ahead.
"Our incumbents were faced with an
onslaught of very aggressive campaigns."
Williams said: "I feel very validated."
No incumbent senator lost, though nearly a dozen faced hard contests.
Democrats held onto three open seats,
including a close victory by Ray Jones in
Pike County, where he and Republican state
Rep. Chris Ratliff conducted what will likely turn into the most expensive legislative
campaign in history.
There were 14 contested Senate seats on
the ballot, with Democrats and Republicans

each holding seven of then% going into the
election. Three Democrats and one Republican were unopposed on Tuesday.
With the stakes so high. the prices for
campaigns went up as well. Through campaign finance reports filed in October. the
total money raised in the eight most contested races exceeded $1.8 million and was
sure to surpass $2 million once final reports
were made.
The money raised by Republicans went
to emphasize the GOP contention that its
control of the Senate in 2000 kept Patton

II See Page 2
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Radcliff voters pass • Alcohol ..
legal sale of alcohol

•

From Page 1

nents went to court in an unsuccessful challenge to the new local
option law, wet voters prevailed by
about 1,000 votes out of about
7,000 cast.
The new law allows votes in any
dry cities or counties. Passage
would allow sales of beer, wine and
liquor by the drink in restaurants
that seat at least 100 people and get
70 percent of their income from
food sales.
Voters in Crittenden County,
Harrodsburg, Cadiz, Berea, Jamestown and the small Calloway
County town of Hazel turned down
legal alcohol sales.
The liquor debate is nothing new
in Kentucky, a state with deep
Christian roots that has struggled
with the issue since the 19th century in a battle that's historically
pitted morals vs. economics.
The Kentucky legislature passed
the County Unit Law in 1906,
which allowed a county to decide
whether to allow liquor sales.
By the time Prohibition passed
in 1920, about 80 percent of Kentucky was dry. Liquor sales didn't
legally resume in the state until
well after the repeal of Prohibition.
Today, 75 of the state's 120
counties are dry. In 15 "moist"
counties, alcohol sales are allowed
in restricted areas.

(AP) - Voters in Radcliff, the
home of the 27 victims of the nation's worst drunken driving accident, approved legal alcohol sales
in large restaurants onTuesday.
In Georgetown, Murray, Kuttawa, and Shelby County, voters
also approved an expansion of alcohol sales under a new local option provision created by the 2000
General Assembly. Guthrie in
western Kentucky also appeared to
approve alcohol sales.
At least 12 jurisdictions held local option votes Tuesday.
Leaders of the dry forces in
Radcliff included Lee Williams and
Ron Cox, who had family members
on the Radcliff First Assembly of
God bus when Larry Mahoney
crashed into it May 14, 1988, killing 27 people. Williams lost his
wife and two daughters. Cox's son
and daughter-in-law survived the
accident.
Some 200 people opposing alcohol sales attended a prayer vigil in
late October. But retired veterans in
Radcliff didn't like being told they
can't drink, said Steve Barno, who
led wet forces.
"They were like, 'I fought for
this country. Don't tell me what I
can't do. Just give me a choice,"
Barno said.
In Georgetown, where oppo-

make sure this is done responsibly."
The outcome didn't surprise
him, Scott said, because he knew
it would be close.
"I felt that there is a silent
majority in the city that has that
preference," he said. "It was a little bit more of a margin that I
thought it would be."
In formulating ordinances, Scott
said he hopes the city council will
seek input from outside its members.

"1 think there is a lot of input
that could be gained from citizens
and the students," he said. "Even
though the city council is responsible, the fiscal court would probably be glad tb provide input."
Murray Mayor Freed Curd
uttered words of caution regarding the implementation.
"I think it will change things
a bit," he said. "I hope it turns
out where there won't be a bunch
of drunks hanging around the bar
and eating hamburgers and hot dogs.
It's not the worst thing to happen
to Murray.
"I think it is a very personal
thing. I was against it, but I lost,"
he said.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Election judges from Murray Precinct 1 at the Calloway
County Courthouse prepare to close the booth at the end of
voting Tuesday evening.

• Lines ...
the Kentucky General Assembly
by a margin of 5,013 to 4,958.
The second state constitutional
amendment on the ballot, which
asked voters whether they were
in favor of abolishing the Kentucky Railroad Commission, was
still too close to call Wednesday
morning. Calloway Countians voted
in favor of the amendment by a
margin of 5,359 to 4,602.
State Sen. Bob Jackson, state
Rep. Buddy Buckingham, Commonwealth's Attorney Cynthia Gale
Cook and Calloway County Circuit Clerk Ann Wilson all ran
unopposed on the ballot.
Richard Smotherman and Jeff
Gordon ran unopposed and were

Mike Cowen, spokesman for the
restaurant referendum, was pleased
with the vote.
"We want to help the city in any
way we can to facilitate this process," Cowen said. "We want to ''ee
it put in as soon as possible.
"Then we want to see the things
we have said come to pass. We
want people to stay in Murray for a

elected to the Calloway County
School Board in the 4th and 5th
districts, respectively.
Workers in the Calloway County Clerk's Office did not finish
tabulating local voter totals until
nearly 9 p.m. Tuesday night.
Coursey said while there were no
problems with any of the voting
machines, long lines, numerous
absentee ballots and one machine
that had to operate independently
of the county's computer tabulation system caused the delay.
"Out at Murray (Precinct) 9
(the University Church of Christ
location), I had ordered another
machine, but it arrived too late,"
Coursey said. "There was no way
to get it in time for our computer to read it."

Read the Today pages!
EYE HEALTH & YOUR VISION
_7,4111

nice dinner out."
Whether the vote will draw
restaurants to the area and have
an impact on tourism is something that remains to be seen.
"The official position of the Murray Tourism Commission is that
we support tourism in Murray and
Calloway County," said Jim Vaughan, chairman. "I understand that
a lot of people have views on

either side and I respect those views.
We are in favor of any initiative
that will promote tourism in our
community.
"I can't see it hurting economic
development and tourism. I do
want to compliment Paul Dailey
and Mike Cowen for being strong
advocates for their positions," he
said. -That's what the democratic
process is all about."

•Presidential ...

• GOP ...
From Page 1

From Page 1

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Precinct 8 election judges Wanda Miles and Burlene Brewer (from left) wait for the goahead to leave from county clerk assistant Lisa Chrisman Tuesday night.

said.
"We're not saying we can't
work with Gov. Patton. We showed
we could work with him last time,"
Williams said.
Two Democrats and one Republican incumbent lost in the House.
But Democrats picked up Ratliff's
seat, leaving Democrats with the
same 65-35 majority.
Rep. Susan Johns, whose
Louisville district is heavily Republican, lost to Scott Brinkman of
the GOP.
And Brandon Smith of Hazard
defeated two-term incumbent Scott
Alexander.
Republican Hoby Anderson of
Flatwoods, who conducted a somewhat whimsical write-in campaign
for governor in 1999, was defeated by lawyer Tanya Pullin of South
Shore, a Democrat.

From Page 1

Florida's secretary of state said
from pushing an increase in the
recount should be finished by
the
gasoline tax through the legislathe end of the day Thursday.
ture.
The election stacked up as the
Democrats largely kept issues
closest
race since John E Kennedy
confined to individual races, though
defeated Richard M. Nixon in 1960
a common theme emphasized that
by 118,574 votes, a contest whose
the Republican Senate approved
was also uncertain until
outcome
big improvements in legislative penthe voting.
day
after
the
session.
sions last
Bush and Gore were both in
Only half of the 38-member
reach of the 270 electoral votes
state Senate is up for election at
needed to win the presidency. As
time.
The
19
seats
remainany one
dawn broke in the East, Bush has
ing seats are divided 12-7 for
won 29 states for 246 electoral
Republicans and will be contestGore has won 18 states plus
votes.
ed in 2002.
the District of Columbia for 255.
Williams and Patton made noisThe presidential races in New
es about working together, but
Mexico and Oregon, like Florida,
both set conditions.
were too close to call.
"I will continue to work with
Green Party insurgent Ralph
them as long as they do it in
Nader failed to get enough votes
good faith and sincerity," Patton
to qualify for federal funding in
2004, but he took enough — presumably from Ogre =,to emerge
'die potential ipoller to the vice
president.
The congressional race was narrow as well. Before the election,
Congress was Republican but closely divided and it emerged Republican and even more closely divided following Tuesday's voting.
Republicans picked up six
Democratic House seats in scattered states, enough to renew their
hold for two more years. But their
majority shrank when they gave
back eight other seats elsewhere,
including four in California.
"We figured it was going to be
close," said House Speaker Den— and it was.
nis Hastert,
With winners declared in 33 of
the 34 races at stake, Republicans
will have at least a 50-48 margin
BERNARD KANEledger & T mes photo
in the Senate. Too close to call
Murray State student Haley Hudson fills out an exit poll surwas the race in Washington state,
vey as Shelley Street, assistant news editor for The Murray
where former Rep. Maria Cantwell
was challenging incumbent RepubState News, watches after voting Tuesday at the University
Sen. Slade Gorton.
lican
Church of Christ.
Voters ousted Sen. William V.
Roth of Delaware, chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee and
Ifather of the tax-saving Roth IRA,
as well as four Republicans and
Democrat Chuck Robb of Virginia
Murray Fire Department
Missourians rejected Republi• One truck and two firefighters responded to a wreck with injuries in
Sen. John Ashcroft, electing
can
Hazel at 11:43 p.m. Firefighters assisted the ambulance crew with loading
their dead governor, Mel
instead
report
for
further
(See
sheriffs
department
patients into the ambulance.
Carnahan,
killed three weeks ago
details.)
crash. His successor
plane
in
a
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
appoint widow Jean
pledged
to
has
• Sheriffs deputies responded to an accident with injuries on Gilbert
told supporters, "1
Carnahan,
who
Street in Hazel. A car driven by Leah M. Dummitt, 17, 906 Broad Street,
let's pledge
rather,
to
you.
pledge
Apt. #E2, skidded and was unable to stop before striking the railroad
tracks. Dummitt; Sholanda Nance, 23, 906 Broad Street; Donnie Thomas,
24, 906 Broad Street; Dustin Honeycutt, 19; and Joseph Teague, 20, 906
Broad Street, were all taken by ambulance to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. All were treated and released except Nance and Dummitt, who were held overnight for observation and listed in good condition
Wednesday morning.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG

to each other, never let the fire
go out."
In New York, Hillary Rodham
Clinton became the first president's wife to win a Senate seat.
When word of his wife's victory
came in, President Clinton was on
the telephone in their hotel suite,
talking to a personality named
Billy T on Las Vegas radio station KCEP, trying to nudge Westerners to the polls.
Clinton told Billy T he was the
first president in history to have
a wife in the Senate "and I like
it."
Across the nation, with 98 percent of the votes counted, Bush
and running mate Dick Cheney
had 48 percent to 48 percent for
Gore and his running mate, Joseph
Lieberman, who was bidding to
become the first Jewish vice president. The Gore-Lieberman ticket
held a slim lead in, the popular
vote.
Regardless of the outcome of
the presidential race, Lieberman
was guaranteed a job next year.
He easily won re-election to the
Senate from his home state of
Connecticut. If the Democrats win
the White House, he would be
replaced by a Republican appointed by the state's GOP governor.
Bush, whose father, President
George H.W. Bush, was defeated
by Clinton in 1992, had the satisfaction of carrying both Clinton's and Gore's home states of
Arkansas and Tennessee.
Bosh, in Austin, Texas, ate dinner and said he was worried more
about what the suspense was doing
to his parents than to himself. He
did not address his supporters, who
waited deep into the night in a
cold rain.
And Gore, aides said, went to
bed.
Voter turnout was higher than
expected, a notch above 1996,
when fewer than half of the adult
population cast ballots. On Tuesday, between 52 percent and 53
percent voted,estimated one turnout
expert, Curtis Gans, director of
the Committee for the Study of
the American Electorate.
"It's kind of neat to be that
important," said Barbara Garwood,
50, in Orlando, Fla., who voted
for Bush. She made that comment
at a time it appeared that Florida
had delivered victory to Bush.

TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS
UPCOMING EVENTS
CALL 753-1916

THE IRON PLACE
Dr. David Jaco
106 N.6th St., Murray, KY 42071
753-2842 • www.ecak.com
Diabetes and the Eye
November is National Diabetes retinopathy, can weaken and
Month. Members of the cause changes in the small blood
American Optometric Assoc- vessels that nourish your eye's
iation are joining with members retina, the delicate, light sensiof other health care organiza- tive lining of the back of the eye.
tions in an effort to prevent If you or a member of your farm blindness in Americans with ly has diabetes and have not
diabetes. Diabetes is a disease received a dilated eye exam inn
that interferes with the body's tion in the past year, contact
ability to use and store sugar your optometrist or ophthalmoland can cause many health ogist for an appointment.
problems. One, called diabetic

Furniture Sc Pottery

Open 2nd Weekend Each Month

Good Supply of All
'Table Sets (Sofa. Coffee & End Table)
'Bakers Rack 'Yard Art 'Large Urns 'Pottery

1993 Nissan 300ZX 2+2
Fully loaded, Bose stereo with CD player,
Power Windows, Door locks, Power leather seats,
5-speed, locking T-tops, for more information
call 762-0267 after 5 p.m.

DATES FOR NOVEMBER:
Friday, Nov. 10, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 11,9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sun., Nov. 12, 2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
take Hwy. 79 N., turn right at Trollinger's BBQ
and storage hldgs.(ht Lakevetty Circle
Paris, 7N
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Precinct-by-precinct totals
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Al Gore/
Joe Lieberman (D)
George W. Bush
Dick Chene (R)
John Hagelin/
Nat Goldhaber (Nat. Law)
Harry Browne/
Art Olivier (Lib.)
Ralph Nader/
Winona LaDuke Green)
Howard Phillips/
Jose sh Sobran (Const.)
Pat Buchanan/
Ezola Foster (Reform)
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GOP narrowly controls House with few races undecided
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an to ottset their tosses and win the
election that was generally friend- 218 seats necessary for control.
ly to incumbents. Republicans nar- Democrats had needed a net gain
rowly retain their grip on the of at least eight seats to regain
House of Representatives, extend- the majority they lost in 1994.
At 7:30 a.m. in the East. Repubing their reign to eight years. All
told, more than SI billion was licans held 220 seats and were
spent on the most expensive con- leading in one of the .remaining
races, with Democrats holding 211
gressional elections ever.
With two races still undecided seats and leading in one other —
early Wednesday. Republicans a trend that would give them a
picked up enough Democratic seats net pickup of two. Two inde-

pendents. one reliably siding with
each party. won their re-election

bids.
"We figured it was going to be
close." said House Speaker Dennis Hastert,
who currently
presides over a House with 222
Republicans. 209 Democrats, two
independents and two vacancies.
Virginia Republican Rep. Tom
Davis, the chair of the National
Republican Congressional Com-

mittee. claimed victory despite the
narrow control in the House.
"House Democrats have lost

their once-in-a-generation chance
to win back control of the House,"
Davis said.
The undecided seats were held
by incumbents: Republican Clay
Shaw of Florida and Democrat Rush
Holt of New Jersey. Both were
too close to call and some recounts
were likely.

in early morning results. Republican Mike Rogers defeated Democrat Dianne Byrum to pick up a
Michigan seat vacated by Debbie
Stabenow, who won a Senate seat.
California Democrat Jane Harman
defeated Republican incumbent
Steve Kuykendall to return to the
seat she gave up two years ago
in an unsuccessful bid for gover-

nor.

Topping the short incumbent

casualty list was GOP Rep. James
Rogan of California, one of the
House managers in President Clinton's impeachment tnal, who was
defeated by Democrat Adam Schiff
in a race that cost some $10 million.
"I think people in our district
really wanted to get away from
the bitter and strident partisanship," said Schiff, a state senator.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The State Journal, Frankfort
The good news for state government employees is that the Kentucky Supreme Court upheld
the constitutionality of the state Whistleblower Act.
That law was passed to protect government
workers who report wrongdoing in their agencies
from retaliation by those agencies. It also allows
employees who experience that retaliation to sue
and the courts to impose damages as punishment
for the retaliation.
But the bad news is that two Agriculture Department whistleblowers must go back to square one
in Franklin Circuit Court to receive damages,
because the state's highest court ruled the $500,000
a jury awarded them in 1997 was based on the
Whistleblower Act at the time of their trial. Instead,
the trial must be as the Whistleblower Act was
written when they filed their suit in 1993.
So Donald Vinson and Charles Anderson, after
seven years of battling the Department of Agriculture through the state's judiciary, must head
back to court. Of course, the department risks a
second jury awarding the two far more than the
$500,000 original judgment.
In fact, as we have maintained for years now,
the department would be well advised to pay the
original award and avoid that risk and further legal
costs to the taxpayers.
Vinson and Anderson claimed they were demoted from supervisory jobs when they refused to go
easy on pest exterminating companies whose executives were political contributors. After they filed
suit,Terminex International Corp. agreed to re-inspect
up to 17,000 homes and businesses, pay a $200,000
fine and set up a $750,000 fund for repairs.
The two employees were reinstated to their old
jobs after winning their case in Franklin Circuit
Court, and the verdict was upheld by the Court
of Appeals last year.
Now they must start all over again.
Whatever the outcome, however, the Whitleblower Act itself has been validated by the state's
highest court. Whether the experience of Vinson
and Anderson will serve as an inspiration for other
state workers who know about wrongdoing at their
offices or a deterrent is anyone's guess.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
When we last left the topic of smart growth in
Kentucky, Gov. Paul Patton was distracted by other
matters in the 2000 General Assembly and didn't
give the legislation the push it needed.
That's about to change. Recently, Patton expounded on the need for smart-growth policies because
they protect the best of the landscape, enhance the
quality of people's lives and bring about efficient
and economical development.
He once again put in a plug for Fayette County's farmland preservation program, saying the
Bluegrass landscape, much like Black Mountain,
is too great an asset not to protect it fully.
Patton's claim to have found religion about
growth apparently is more long-lasting than one
session of the legislature.
That's important because it will require a sustained effort to educate state lawmakers and local
officials about the perils of sprawling development.
In the last legislature, several bills introduced
by state Rep. Jim Wayne, D-Louisville, didn't get
far. Even if they do pass during the next session,
there is much more that local governments can
and should do, especially if they work together as
a region.
Every level of government can save money and
every place can preserve its identity by not following the recipe for sprawl.
The State Journal, Frankfort
House Majority Floor Leader Greg Stumbo, DPrestonsburg. is one of the craftier members of
the General Assembly, and he doesn't take positions on important issues without much thought
and careful planning.
Thus there must be some motive to Stumbo's
recent announcement that he plans to push once
more for the legislature to repeal the state property tax on vehicles.
The idea, of course, is wildly popular. So popular, in fact, that a constitutional amendment permitting just such a tax exemption easily was passed
by the voters two years ago. Who wouldn't want

to get rid of that yearly tax bill from the sheriff's office that goes out to the owners of the estimated 3.8 million vehicles registered in Kentucky?
Could it be that Stumbo is sending a subliminal message to the voters that if they approve the
annual legislative sessions amendment next month,
the General Assembly will repeal the property tax
on vehicles as early as February of next year?
Of course, left unsaid is the fact that the legislature can repeal the state property tax on vehicles, but two-thirds of the vehicle's tax bill that
comes from the sheriff's office is the local property tax for city and county governments, schools,
libraries and the like. With repeal of the state tax,
city and county governments would be under great
pressure to repeal the local vehicle tax as well.
And there's where the problem lies. The state
might be able to lose the $77 million a year it
receives from vehicle property taxes without great
harm. No one has said, however, where local governments, and especially school systems, will make
up for the loss of revenue the vehicle tax generates.
The question becomes, therefore, whether Stumbo is so determined to end property taxes on vehicles that he is willing to lead the way in replacing revenues lost to cities, counties, schools and
local libraries with total repeal.
That's where real leadership comes in no matter what the motive might happen to be.
The Kentucky Post, Covington
One student in -20 quit high school in Kentucky in 1998-99, according to data released by
the state last month.
That was bad enough. Worse was a breakdown
by race and gender, provided for the first time,
that shows boys quit school in greater numbers
than girls and blacks and Hispanics dropped out
in greater proportions than whites.
The statistics found a 5.8 percent dropout rate
for high school males compared with 4.08 percent
for females. The dropout rate for African-American students totaled 6.5 percent while Hispanic
students had a 7.2 percent dropout rate.
These gaps must be closed.
The Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
Confusion with the paperwork is what caused
three area high schools to be included on a list
of schools that have failed to comply with Kentucky's rules on gender equity in sports programs,
school officials said
We have no reason to doubt that. One athletic
director said the packet of information was 40
pages, so some imperfection in completing it is
understandable. Our problem is, there is always
some sort of understandable excuse why Kentucky
schools do not appear be complying with the federal Title IX law. That is getting a bit tiring.
There are 280 schools that compete athletically in Kentucky that are required to meet the Title
IX rules, which say, "No person in the United
States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance." That means you cannot treat the girls' athletic programs different from the boys'.
Yet recently, there were 107 of those schools
that had still not completed their paperwork showing their compliance. This despite the fact that the
state Board of Education voted in July 1998 to
require the schools to certify that compliance in
writing, or else they would be ineligible to compete for a state championship.
This despite the fact that the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association sent every school a
packet in January with instructions on how to
report their level of compliance, with a deadline
of June 30.
When that deadline was missed, a second one
of Sept. 25 was set, and still 38 percent of the
schools have not complied.
No one likes dealing with voluminous paperwork. Unfortunately, for a number of years too
many schools in Kentucky have treated Title IX
compliance as some bothersome task that is not
that important.
No one playing high school sports today was
even alive when Title IX was passed, and yet
abuses still exist.
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Enforcement a sore point
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
facts of the case are not in dispute. Miguel Angel Flores, then
20, abducted, raped and stabbed
to death a college student in
Hutchinson County, Texas, in 1989
He is scheduled to be put to death
for his crime Thursday.
The case might have escaped
notice outside Texas, except that
authorities there failed to notify
Mexican consular officials that the
Mexican-born defendant had been
arrested.
Such notification is required
under the Vienna Convention on
Consular Relations. Mexican officials did not learn of Flores' fate
until a year after his death sentence was handed down in 1990.
The notion that the legal process
against Flores was stacked against
him as a result of the omission
has become an issue in U.S.-Mexican relations and generated critical comment from a number of
foreign governments.
It also triggered a highly unusual appeal by the State Department
to the Texas Board of Pardons
and Paroles that it consider a request
for clemency that Flores has been
seeking.
"Foreign citizens are uniquely
vulnerable when confronted with
another country's legal system,"
says Mark Warren, who monitors
death penalty cases for Amnesty
International. "Consular access is
essential to ensure that foreign
nationals facing prosecution receive
fair and humane treatment under
the local legal system."
Jose Antonio Zabalgoitia, a
spokesman for the Mexican
Embassy, says the absence of consular notification left Flores'
defense in the hands of a courtappointed attorney who showed
little interest in his case.

ANALYSIS
GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
It at start of case the consulate had been informed, the consul would have assured he would
have got adequate representation,"
Zabalgoitia says.
Warren says Flores' lawyer presented no character witnesses and
didn't tell the'jury that Flores had
no prior criminal record. He says
Flores has served as a prison trusty
on death row without incident.
Zabalgoitia adds that the psychological evaluation of Flores was
done by a psychologist "who did
not bother to interview him."
Flores asked the Supreme Court
for a stay of execution, but the
request had not been acted on as
of Tuesday.
It turns out that the Flores case
is not isolated. According to Warren's figures, 90 foreign-born U.S.
residents from 31 countries face
the death penalty. In only three
of the cases, he says, has there
been compliance with the Vienna
Convention.
He says local U.S. jurisdictions
are not complying with the requirement, partly because violations
carry no penalty.
A State Department official who
follows the issue could not confirm Warren's figures but said the
department has made a concerted
effort to notify all 19,000 U.S.
jurisdictions with arrest authority
of their responsibilities under the
Vienna Convention.
That task is being carried out
by a special office created in 1997
by Secretary of State Madeleine

Albright.
State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher said Monday that
the procedural missteps by Texas
authorities were not "sufficient
cause for the sentence to be overturned."
At the same time, the department sent a letter to the Texas
Board of Pardons and Paroles asking that it "give careful consideration to Flores pending clemency
request, including taking into
account apparent Vienna Convention violations."
The letter noted that Texas Gov.
George W. Bush doesn't have
authority to grant clemency without a positive recommendation from
the board. Bush and the board are.
reviewing the case, the governor's
office said Monday.
Mexico has been receiving outside support for its efforts on Flores' behalf. Letters to Texas authorities have been written in support
of Flores by the ambassadors of
France, Argentina, Spain, Switzerland and Poland.
Germany, meanwhile, is preparing to sue the United States in
the International Court of Justice
in the Hague over the execution
of two brothers in Arizona last
year.
State officials had not advised
them of their consular rights. Opening arguments in the case are
expected to begin next week.

Steve Allen: One of a hind
The great comedians were never
dirty. You could always invite them
into your home without fear that
they would soil your reputation
or singe your ears.
Steve Allen, who died Tuesday
at the age of 78, was the greatest of the great. He never told a
dirty joke on television. He didn't have to. He had talent.
His credits can be read on the
obituary page and in other accounts
of his life.
What will not be fully appreciated by those who watch and
create contemporary television is
the credit he brought to his industry and the quality of the life he
led.
He once invited me to dinner
at his home. "I know what you
want to see," he said to this fan
of "The Tonight Show," which he
originated ,and which he continues to influence (Jay Leno's "Jay
Walking" segment is a descendant
of Steve's -Man on the Street"
skit) Steve took me into his library
and showed me the bound copies
of the old 'Tonight Show' scripts,
with familiar skits and comedy
routines.
His infectious laugh made others laugh. His numerous kindnesses to the famous, the not famous
and those trying to be famous set
him apart from other stars.
Steve cared about everything,
from religion (he wrote a book
about the Bible, though one could
never pin down his beliefs) , to
politics (he fancied himself a liberal but kept company with a conservative media watchdog group
to deplore what television has
become) , to the chemicals in our
food, to the thoughts in our heads.
He was particularly concerned
about how some ideas got there
and how the corrupt ones might
be removed.
I have a file full of articles.
letters and pass-along material all underlined. asterisked and excla-
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Syndicated Columnist
mation-pointed by Allen - that he
sent to me about all sorts of subjects, from the death penalty to
violations of human rights and
hypocrisy on all sides.
Allen cared deeply about his
family. He spent a good deal of
time and money extricating a son
from a religious cult.
He was devoted to his gorgeous
and wonderful wife, Jayne Meadows, who was as true a partner
as any wife can be.
In 1981, Steve wrote an essay
for Guideposts magazine titled "The
Therapy of Thankfulness." He told
of two "especially meaningful incidents in my life - one when I
was alone and ravenously hungry,
the other a desperate drive down
a mountain."
He was hungry at age 16. Having fled his Chicago home, he had
bummed around the country for a
while, running out of money and
food.
He tells of walking along a
street in Houston, looking down
in hopes of finding a coin he
could use to buy something to
eat.
A stranger befriended him and
took him to a chili joint.
Not wishing to appear greedy,
he ordered only coffee and a hot
dog. Feeling the warmth in his stomach, he was overcome by a feeling of gratitude, even thanksgiving. No wonder he cared so much
about the poor.
The second occasion, Steve
wrote, forced him to pray. He and
his son Bill had gone to a church
camp in the California mountains.
Jayne had checked herself into a
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Los Angeles hospital for medical
tests.
In his nightly phone call to his
wife, he learned she had cancer,
a particularly virulent type. He
said he prayed with his pastor,
Don Moomaw,then of Bel-Air Presbyterian Church.
His drive dOwn the mountain
was to rush to her side. When he
arrived at the hospital, Jayne was
sitting up in bed.
"I'm going to be all right," she
told him. The cancer diagnosis
was wrong, and her malady could
be successfully treated.
-As I held my wife in my arms,
sobbing in joy," wrote Steve, "once
again a deep sense of gratitude
swept over me. I believe in the
days before theology the first prayer
offered by primitive man must
have been one of gratitude . . .
Like love and affection, gratitude
may mean nothing to others unless
it is expressed.
"When it is expressed, the effects
can be miraculous."
Allen died while at the home
of his son and grandchildren, who
must be grateful for that last visit.
I'm grateful for this man's
friendship, and that of his wife,
and the example he was to an
entertainment medium that could
use more of his kind.
I'm grateful to God for making such a wonderfully complex,
talented, funny and loyal friend
who, I think, believed a lot more
in his Creator than he let on.
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Economy,jobs key
- for Kentucky voters
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Mrs. Ruth Kelso

Donald(Don)A. Jon

Mrs. Ruth Kelso, 95, formerly of Rt. 7, Murray, died Monday, Nov. 6,
2000, at 11:40 p.m. at Paris Manor Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn.
She was a member of Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
Her husband, Ernest L. Kelso, died in 1974. Born Sept. 9, 1905, she was
the daughter of the late John Cochrum and Melissa Tennessee Cochrum.
Three sisters, Jo Roberts, Mary Schultz and Norma Schwalm, and one
brother, Bauzie Cochrum, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Bobbie Troutman and husband,
James, Louisville, and Mrs. Billie Hall and Mrs. Norella Potts and husband,
Ted, all of Murray; one son, Glen Kelso and wife, Fay Nell, one sister, Mrs.
Edith Sledd, and a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Frances Kelso, all of Murray; one
brother, Codie Cochrum and wife, Hallie, Mayfield; 13 grandchildren; 22
great-grandchildren; eight great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Henry Hargis will officiate. Burial will follow in
Beech Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Lois Morris
Mrs. Lois Morris, 88, Highway 94 East, Murray, died Monday, Nov. 6,
2000, at 3:45 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Toy Morris on Aug. 18,1981,
one son, Glen Morris on Dec. 11, 1995, daughter-in-law, Dinah Morris on
Feb. 24, 1997, one sister, Mrs. Pearl Brown, and two brothers, William
Buel Joyce and Archie Joyce. Born May 22, 1912 in Trigg County, she was
the daughter of the late William Thomas Joyce and Dolly Pierce Joyce.
Survivors include one son, Ronnie Morris and wife, Valerie, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Dean Gibson and husband, Rude11, Benton; one brother,
Erie Joyce, Calvert City; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Ledbetter Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Maurine Holland Winlder
Mrs. Maurine Holland Winkler, 91, Louisville, died Sunday, Nov. 5,
2000, at Meadowview Health and Rehabilitation.
She was a native of Murray.
Mrs. Winkler was the creator and owner of Maurine Originals and a
member of Christian Women's Fellowship at Doughss Boulevard Christian
Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Katherine M. Winkler and Phyllis W.
Penner; one son, Andrew M. Winkler; four grandchildren; one great-grandson.
The memorial service will be Friday at 1 p.m. in Briney Hall Chapel of
Douglass Boulevard Christian Church, Louisville. Burial will be private
and there will be no visitation.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Douglass
Boulevard Christian Church, 2005 Douglass Blvd., Louisville, KY 40205.

Mrs. Irma Green La Follette
Mrs. Irma Green La Follette, 96, Missoula, Mont., formerly of Murray,
died Sunday, Nov. 5, 2000. at St. Patrick Hospital. She had moved to
Missoula in 1993 from Murray.
After the death of her husband, the late Dr. Arthur C.(Bob) La Follette,
a member of Murray State University faculty, in 1972. Mrs. La Follette began a career of public service.She was chairperson for the Murray Housing Authority, a member of
the
Murray State University Board of Regents, a member of Friends Board for
Kentucky Educational Television, president of Murray Woman's
Club,
governor of First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, volunteer at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and for the Heart Fund, and
a
member of Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood, League of Women Voters and
First United Methodist Church.
Since moving to Missoula, she had been active in church and civic activities.
Mrs. La Follette had taught English for 23 years at Ohio University
where her husband also was a faculty member. Born May 8, 1904, in
Carthage, Mo., she grew up in Alba, Mo., and later moved to Miami,
Okla.,
where she graduated as valedictorian of her high school in 1921. In 1927
she graduated magna cum laude from the University of Missouri.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Sue Kallander and husband, Dean, Hamilton, Ohio, and Mrs. Margaret Scott and husband, David,
Missoula; five grandsons.
Memorial services will be held in Missoula, Mont.

Donald (Don) A. Jones, 59,
Quail Creek Drive, Murray, died today, Wednesday, Nov. 8, 2000, at
12:10 a.m. at his home. His death
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Jones operated a law office
in Murray for over 25 years. He was
a member of Kentucky Bar Association since 1968, Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys, and American Trial Lawyers Association. He
served as first district vice president
of Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys from 1941 to 1999. He was
a member of the Lutheran Church.
Born May 24, 1941, in Wichita,
Kan., he was the son of the late Elmer Donald Jones and Myrtle Maxine Banister Rice.
Survivors include two daughters,
Ms. Stephanie Dawn Jones, Dallas,
Texas, and Ms. Tara Dawn Jones,
Cincinnati, Ohio; one son, Darren
A. Jones and wife, Danette, and one
grandchild, Kennedy A. Jones, all
of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Karen
Hockenbury, Arkansas City, Kan.;
special friend, Debbie Miller, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 7
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr
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the system.
"This lake was designed to serve
about 1.100 to 1,700 families,"
said John Powell, manager of the
Jackson County water system. "We
went past that 16 or 17 years
ago."
About 4,200 families draw from
the Jackson County water system,
removing as much as a million
gallons a day from the man-made
lake.
Likewise, McCreary County's
reservoir has been unable to keep
up with growth. Officials estimate
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that, without significant rain, the
reservoir will be dry in about 90
days with normal usage.
The recent battles with forest
fires in the area have increased
water consumption, and officials say
the supply could run out sooner.
The rains forecast for this week
should help some, officials say.
As a couple of weather systems
move through the state, parts of
central and eastern Kentucky are
expected to receive as much as 3
inches of rain by Friday, meteorologists say.
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Voters might have been satisfied with the economy, but it was
unclear how much of the credit
DONALD A. JONES
they gave to Clinton. About half
said they approved of his job perwill officiate. Burial will follow in formance. Two-thirds
had an unfathe Arkansas City, Kan. Cemetery.
vorable opinion of him as a perVisitation will be at the funeral son. About one voter in
10 was
home after 3 p.m. Thursday.
undecided in the presidential race
Expressions of sympathy may be until the last week of the cammade to A.L.C.A.S.E., or Murray- paign.
Calloway County Hospital Hospice,
The survey was by Voter News
803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071, Service, a
partnership of The Assoor a favorite charity.
ciated Press and the ABC, CBS,

Shell

Memorial services for Geoffrey W. Swan will be Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Higher Praise Worship Center, Highway 641 North, Murray. The Rev. E.F.
Clere will officiate.
The family requests that memorial donations be made to the Andrew
Swan Education Account, c/o Murray Bank, att. Jane Curd, P.O. Box 1300,
Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Swan, 31, Jupiter, Ha., died Friday, Oct. 27, 2000, at his home.
Born Dec. 29, 1968, Mr. Swan attended Murray schools prior to moving
to Florida, later returning to Murray to attend Murray State University. He
was employed at Seafood Express, Harbor Hill Marine and Breaktime Billiards in Murray and Ruby Tuesday's in Paducah.
Survivors include one son, Andrew Swan, Murray; his mother, Ms.
Anne Swan, Jupiter, Fla.; his father and stepmother, Wallace Swan and
Kathy Lyons, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Wendy Swan Teeters, Palm Beach
Gardens, Fla.; one brother, John Swan, Germantown, Md.; two stepsisters,
Mrs. Pamela Buford, Windsor, Mo.. and Mrs. Angela Lyons Gallimore,
Puryear, Tenn.; his grandmothers, Mrs. Charlotte Knaus, Flagstaff, Ariz.,
and Mrs Priscilla Sovcrel. North Palm Beach, Ha.

• priCeS(We ?IOW

Democrats banked on that kind
of thinking in the race between
Vice President Al Gore and Republican George W. Bush. In a visit
to Louisville last week, President
Clinton, who carried the state twice,
said he wanted the election of his
successor to be a referendum on
his own economic policies.

CNN, Fox and NBC television
networks. The survey was conducted among 525 voters as they
left 35 randomly selected polling
places around Kentucky. The sampling margin of error for each
result was plus or minus 6 percentage points for all voters, higher for subgroups.
About a third of voters said
the federal budget surplus should
be used to cut income taxes - a
page from the Bush playbook.
About the same proportion said
the surplus should be used to prop
up Social Security - an issue
Gore harped on.
About a third of voters thought
both candidates had the know-how
to be president, and about the
same number said both would say
anything to get elected.
About half of voters reported
incomes of $30,000 to $75,000
per year. Two-thirds said they work
full time.
Most voters were 30 to 59 years
old, but one in five was at least
60, and about half that group was
65 or older. Men and women were
about evenly represented.
Most voters were married but
without children at home. Nearly
half said they attend religious services at least once a week, but
fewer than one in three was selfdescribed as part of the "religious
right."

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Geoffrey W.Swan

Stock Market Report

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-Kentucky voters surveyed Tuesday most
often ranked the economy and jobs
as their top issue.
Better than four in five said
their financial situation was at least
as good as four years ago, and
half said it was better.

Effects of'99 drought linger
STANTON, Ky. (AP) -- Powell County's 5-year-old reservoir
hasn't been filling as quickly as
designers predicted, leaving the
county one of eight in Kentucky
where water customers are on a
water-shortage alert.
Late last month, water levels
dipped to only a 23-day supply.
"There are some areas that never
recovered from last year's drought,"
said Maleva Chamberlain, a spokeswoman for the Kentucky Division
of Water. "All these areas have
been having problems for some
time, and the drought only made
the problems worse."
The water-shortage alert means
voluntary restrictions are placed
on non-essential uses such as lawn
watering and car washing. Another dozen counties, a step above
alert status, are classified as watershortage advisory areas.
In Jackson County. where- the
reservoir is about one-third its normal level, water officials say there
are simply too man, people on
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Seize the modem.
exclusive offer from your hometown internet-2 months free Internet access when
purchase your first month. Surf the Web, shop online and

It's an

email holiday photos as much as you like with unlimited 56k
dial-up access. lust call 1-800-0NEMAIN or visit an authorized
agent. But don t wait. An offer this good won't last long.

O neMain corn
your hometown internet
An forthlInIK c ompes,sy

Murray Ledger & Times (LISPS 308-700)
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Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news onginated by Murray Ledger 8 Times
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Massage Therapy, Aromatherapy,
Ear Candling, Relaxing Para Fango Body
Wrap, facial/Foot Spa Treatments

JO'S DATEBOOK

COMING SOON
Hot Stone Therapy & Steam Canopy

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Purchase 1 hr. massage & get 30
min. for only $15. Expires Nov 30

4,f

Margaret Johnson
R.N., B.S.N., C.M.T

HEN) ipmEs

Election day is always a special day for me. To be able to
live in the United States of America and to vote without fear
for the candidates and the various issues is a wonderful privilege.
Living in the four-state area of Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois
and Missouri, we have been bombarded with television commercials for candidates in these states. We almost feel as though
we know the candidates.
I like elections even though it is such a disappointment to
those who are not elected. I think candidates and politicians
have to have great stamina and courage to enter local, state
and national races.
Best wishes to the all those involved in Thesday's election
including County Clerk Ray Coursey nd his staff and the
county election commissioners.

Dixieland Shopping Center • Call for appt. 270-753-08111

e &de&
/tee ocaut:044
froni

Veterans' celebration Friday

• gardening
• Wedding
• 6ountiful
Snack Vasket
• Housewarming

• get Well
• 6irthday
• 6aby
• New Home

The Billie Ray Walston Detachment of the Marine Corps League
will host a combined celebration of the 225th anniversary of the
founding of the Marine Corps and commemoration of Veterans'
Day on Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. All veterans and their friends are invited to attend the informal gathering. Dinner for all is off the menu and on your own. A cake commemorating the 225th anniversary of the Marine Corps will be
provided. For more information call Ray Pawlowski, detachment
commandant, at 436-5675.

• 9nspirational and Special /Moments
*Delivery Available to area hospitals, funeral homes
V
and retirement homes.
"Ask about
V
Home Parties

(270)436-6260

COUPLE MARRIED...Angela Lynn Henson and Thomas Lee
Atkins were married Saturday, Oct. 28, 2000, at 6 p.m. at
the Little Log Wedding Chapel in Gatlinburg, Tenn. Mr. and
Mrs. Atkins are now residing in Murray.

Kathy Farley
w

FUN & FASHION

Pre-Season Training!

By D.K. Kelley

Get in shape BEFORE the New Year!
Give us 30 minutes, 3 times a week
& you will see results!
If you are
a size..

You Can Be
a size...

20
18
16
14
12
10

16
14
12
10
8
6

Fast, Fun Fitness
At...

Curves®
for women

759-3400

fitness & wt, loss centers"

"30 mm.

'offer based on first visa enrollment & min 12 ma cxt program

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

"The revolution is over
I I am the revolution:

1)

1, ,

I,

FON
KET: Wednesdays, Nov. 8 and 15 at 9/8 pm CT
KET2: Fridays, Nov. 10 and 17 at 9/8 pm CT

Ihe annual Christmas Open House is this
Sunday afternoon from 1-5 p.m.
Refreshments will be served and door prizes
will be given away.
This is a wonderful time to browse and
shop because the selection is terrific. We are
all scurrying around like little elves to prepare for this big event and the coming season.
There will be lots of specials and sale items
throughout the store. Selected fall and winter
merchandise will be up to 35% off. New gift
items are arriving daily. LA Must See!.
DK Kelley is introducing the One Ivlinuie
Manicure, the only complete natural hand
and body care product, it is for younger looking hands and feet and healthier nails. Dead
Sea Salts gently exfoliate dead skin cells
while high quality essential oils balance to
nourish, moisturize and protect both hands
and nails.
This product nourishes and rejuvenates skin
leaving it soft, glowing and refreshed; it
compliments both artificial or natural nail
service. It works wonderfully on elbows,
knees and feet and can be used by men and
women. The skin is toned and refreshed
leaving a soft polished sheen. It is absolutely
the most amazing feeling your hands have
ever felt and it only takes one minute.
This product comes in two different sizes.
Come in and sample and feel it for yourself.
The manicure is packaged beautifully and it
makes ideal gifts. It is so good we have
already reordered.
DK Kelley is always searching for new and
beneficial items to help today's busy people
feel better and look better and feel less stress.
Come in to see our exquisite selection of
Holiday wear, Chnstmas sweaters including
the new Christopher Radko® sweaters, and
Christmas gift items, ornaments, gift boxes.
napkins, placemats, unique trays, brass,
wooden & copper boxes and trunks. Old
World Style Nautical gifts for the man who
loves boating, are beautiful desk accessories.Mirrors, lamps, picture frames, aromatherapy candles, spiritual awareness
books and, of course, our famous selection
of unique jewelry. We are bursting at the
seams with gorgeous jewelry, scarves, belts
and bags.
DK Kelley is your one stop unique shopping experience. Free gift wrapping and
alterations and lunch served on Fridays from
11-2 p.m. is just a part of our customer service. We do our best to please you and to
give you a complete look from head to toe
lnd make sure you feel special.
New items will be arriving dad)
Congratulations to Mary Burgess who won
the gold mirror compact at our luncheon
Friday This week our luncheon is going to
he a special one prepared by the girls at the
store, they are giving me a break which is
truly appreciated. Come by and let DK,
Janet, Monica, Evon. Betty and Whitney
make your shopping a pleasure
-DK Kelley. the something for everyone
lore
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion
,eport

Anniversary
meeting
planned on
Thursday
The Humane Society of Calloway County marks its 25th
anniversary -ffieetitig on Thursday
at 7 p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House, 704 Vine St., Murray.
Society members and supporters are invited to attend the meeting when the following awards
and recognitions will be presented as follows:
Volunteers of the _Year _ _Out—
standing Teacher in Humane Education; Humane Youth; and Humanitarian of the Year.
The celebration will include
music and refreshments, as well
as a program that looks back over
the past 25 years.
Anyone needing a ride can call
the message line, 436-6250.
The society reminds the public to visit the annual holiday bazaar
and bake sale on Saturday from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Volunteers and those wishi.ng
to donate baked goods or handmade items should arrive at the
library after 3 p.m. the day before.
Proceeds Will go toward the society's spay/neuter program.

Announce
your Wedding,
Engagement,

More cookbooks available
A new shipment of the Calloway County School Food Service
Association's cookbook has arrived. The books are $8 and are
available in the school cafeterias and the central office. For information call 762-7400.

VA representative to be here
Sam McClaren, field representative for the Kentucky Department
of Veterans Affairs, will be at the National Guard Armory, Murray, on Thursday from 9 to 11 a.m.

Moms In Touch will meet
Moms In Touch, a nondenominational prayer support group,
praying for all school staff and children, will meet Thursday from
1:40 to 2:35 p.m. at First .Presbyterian Church, , Main and 16th
Streets. For information call i59:9778 or 759-47.3

Zeta meeting Thursday
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. "Critters on Parade" will be the
program led by Ruth Becker. Hostesses will be Sarah Hinman,
Charlotte Barker, Thelma Bailey and Carolyn Sanning.

Special event at Ellis Center
The Senior Activity Committee will have an "All-U-Can-Eat"
spaghetti diimer funarser on Thursday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. Tickets at $3 for
adults and $2.50 for children under 10 may be purchased at the
Housing Authority office at 716 Nash Dr., Murray, or at the door
the night of the dinner.

Dream Factory will meet
Dream Factory of Murray will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at AmeriHost Inn, North 12th Street. Items to be discussed will be current
dreams in progress, dreams to begin and the Christmas party to be
at Executive Inn, Paducah. Anyone interested in helping to fulfill
the dreams of seriously ill children are encouraged to attend, according to Debbie Adams, area coordinator, phone 436-6295.

Senior Citizens plan project
In a continued effort to raise money for building expansion
fund, the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center will have
a project of giving away a handmade quilt, the result of the handy
work of several women at the center. This quilt is now on display
at the center. Tickets can be purchased at the office from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. For information call 7530929.

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee and business meeting on Thursday at 10 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church. This is a group from the former Christian Women's Club
of Murray. All interested women are invited.

or Social Event
in the
Murray Ledger

Murray Calloway Transit Authority Board of Directors will meet
'Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Weaks Community Center.

&
you'll be glad
you did!

A Scholarship Workshop will be Thursday from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. in the media center of the school. Carmen Garland from Murray State University will talk to seniors and their parents about
scholarship opportunities and the art of applying for scholarships.
For more information call 762-7374 ext 107 or 108.

Transit Authority Board to meet
Workshop at CCHS Thursday

POTPOURRI HOMEMAKER'S ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS CRAFT & GIFT SHOW

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Pier I Imports
is pleased to hare
Stacey Keel-Arnett
recent bride of

November 11, 2000 • 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

First United Methodist Church Gym
503 Maple St., Murray, KY
6

Brad Arnett

Handmade Crafts including:
Copper Art, Woodworking, Fabric Painting, Tole, Christmas Decor,
Gift Baskets, Decorated Gift Bags, Bakery &I Many Other Crafts.
Come join usfor a fun time and get an early start on your shopping.
For booth space call Dorothy Cook 436-5502. Concession stand

.vww ke1 or('

Bridaf
Registnj

t 1111 1 #1

I #1 I

join our
bridal registry.

•

It

Pier1 imports
Chestnut St.. Murray
753-1851
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Smith speaks to Thetas

Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m, in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some of the poems written by participants as follows:
•••

The Ups and Downs of Life
by Elizabeth Turner
I have been down in the valley
Also on the mountain top.
I learned the greatest lessons.
When only half way up.
Groped around in the valley
To overcome disappointment and
pain
I know I must keep going,
If only a short distance I gain.
When half way up the mountain
I could count blessings then
For I overcame obstacles,
That had weighted me down
To know I accomplished something
I know now I must not stop
That made the climb much better,
To know once more I'd reached
the top.
•••
Summer's End 2000
By Wilma J. Sanders
This year frost came early
Setting records so they say
The nights were cold and quiet
Still cold up in the day
But the warmth returned as usual
Warmed these old bones of mine
Started maples turning golden
Melted the frost upon the pine
The nights are bright and warmer
As the moon turns dark away
The days are warm and pleasant
But the warmth's not here to stay
Cold will come more frequently
As November looms ahead
Then winter with its killing cold
But plants aren't really dead
Just sleeping then and resting
For the wonder of the spring
When warmth again awakens them
Bringing joy to everything.
•••

Little Buddy
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
"High there little Buddy"
She heard the old man say.
She smiled, "Why, you're feelin'
better,
You've come to church today."
"Yip,'1 heard you was gonna play
That pian-er just for me.
I couldn't let my Buddy down,
I had to come and see."
All the family gathered 'round hitt),
Their-,iirere so glad he came
To listen to the children play
Some day, we'll know their fame.
"Now, hang in there little Buddy
Give it all your best,
Some day when you've reached your
goal,
I'll be laid to rest."
"When you perform in Carnegie Hall
Or, on the Grand Ole Op-er-y,
- -When- you're-pounding on-that -keyboard
Will you sometimes think of me?"
"Of how we shared
Our love of music,
Each and every time we'd meet
Be it at our place of worship
Or, somewhere on the street."
Keep a clean mind Little Buddy
Never let your fingers rest
'Til you've accomplished

All your goals in life,
"I know you'll be the best."
..•
Thoughts on the First of October
By Linda M. Siebold
Today's a forerunner of days to
come,
And it is brilliant with golden sun;
The skies of blue add zest to life
As does the fine weather ere winter's strife;
Late flowers bring colors to our
days
In outdoor, and indoors, gay displays.
Hay has been baled and waits in
the fields.
Corn is collected in bounteous
yields.
Great crops of beans are ripening
fast-They will contribute to many repasts.
The trees are still green but will
turn soon,
Their flaming colors with nature
in tune.
I love our bountiful, glorious fall.
I think, of the seasons, it's best
of all.
•••
Feeding Time
By Margaret R. Elkins
The day awoke fresh and new -sunbeams poured on maple leaves
misty-eyed with morning dew-sun rays splashed
crystal windowpanes
Bed half-made
I moseyed round the other side
cheered by dawn's glowing smile
and
There he sat
huddled on a jagged limb
of the old maple tree,
nibbling on what looked to be
a crab apple much larger than he.
His head twitched back and forth on high alert for predators
that would tight and kill
for the sumptuous food
that tasted like sweet nectar.
He sat on his rump
like a sentinel at attention-then humped over his prized possession.
Tiny-clawed hands
fidgeted with the delectable fruit
as he are hastily.
I dared not lean on the windowsilla single snap of the aged wood
might spook the fuzzy-tailed squir-

BRUNCH...Pictured at the October brunch of Christian Women
of Murray are, seated, from left, Nancy Rice in charge of
decorations and prayer favors, Effie Kemp, speaker, and
standing, Allene Knight, musician.

Lynn Smith, director of the Court
Appointed
Advocate
Special
(CASA), spoke at the meeting of
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club held Oct. 16
at the club house.
Smith said she works with Judge
Leslie Furches to assist persons
are families having to be in court
each Tuesday. CASA has served
over 40 children in the two years
she has been director. CASA also
has 10 active volunteers. Her office
is at Murray State University and
she said "volunteers are needed
and the only requirement is to
just have a love for children."
Teresa Butler, vice chairman of
Thetas and a member of the board
LYNN SMITH
of directors of CASA, introduced
Smith. Two new members, Virginia
Chesser and Anita Heath, were
introduced by the chairman, Sylvia
Puckett.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Jo Farley, Martha Guier and
Jan Hough.
The next meeting will be Nov.
20 at 2:30 p.m. with Laurie Rollins
of Crass Furniture Company to
present the program on "Home
for the Holidays." Mirtha Enix,
Juanita Sparks and Jo Burkeen
will be hostesses.

Kemp speaks at
women's brunch
Effie Kemp R.N. of Murray
was the featured speaker at the
brunch held by Christian Women
of Murray on Oct. 20 at Green
Horse Restaurant.
Kemp, born in Oklahoma, later
moved with her family to Mississippi to a farm when she was
three years old;The children attended a one room school with a walk
each day of three miles there and
three miles back home.
After completing her junior year
of high school in Mississippi, the
Horton family:moved to Calloway
County when her family was hired
for work on the Kentucky Dam.
She later graduated from Kirksey
High School and started to Murray State College.
While a freshman she was married and lived in Michigan for
seven years. She had three children, Betty, Mary Jo and Hal.
Mary Jo died from leukemia at
the age of 5.. Effie's husband was
later killed in an automobile accident.
Effie and her family moved
back to Murray and—She started
to school working toward her nurs-

ing degree. She went on to get
her master's and studied for her
Ph.D. She taught nursing at Paducah Community College and later
in Mississippi from where she
retired.
While in Mississippi, she went
as a volunteer on a mission trip
to Central America. She has'continued this and goes on several
trips each year giving treatment
to the ill and taking or sending
school and sewing supplies for the
people in Central America.
Presenting a special feature on
the Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant
was the owner, Calvin Unruh. He
told about how he and his family opened the business in Murray
on June 8, 1993. He said 442 persons were served the first night
the restaurant was opened_
Allene Knight, pianist, played
the piano for group singing.
The next brunch will be Friday, Nov. 17, at 10 a.m. at Green
Horse Restaurant. Reservations for
the brunch and the nursery for
preschool children_ may be made
by calling -Freda- Lovett at 7533999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683.

WINNER...Tai Orton, junior at
Calloway County High School,
represented
the
Hazel
Woman's Club in student art
contest of First District of
Kentucky
Federation
of
Women's Club. She is pictured with a drawing titled
"The Ants Go Marching"
which won first place.

A faculty member at Murray
State University, Dr. J. Ricky Cox,
has been published in an internationally recognized journal.
Cox's article, "Teaching Noncovalent Interactions in the Biochemistry Curriculum Through
•••
Molecular
Visualization:
The
Rise
Search
for
pi
Interactions,"
By Marie Jarrett
appeared in the November 2000
I would like to see you rise
issue of the "Journal of ChemiAbove all life's aggravations
cal Education.'
I would like to see you win a
prize
In addition to being published
I would like to see you rise
in the journal, an image from
May you grow happy and wise
Cox's article was the cover illusMay you forgive every degradatration.
tion
The "Journal of Chemical EduI would like to see you rise
cation" is a peer-reviewed journal
Above abused souls, not your size. ,
dedicated to publishing articles
devoted to chemical education.
Cox's article' describes the use
of molecular visualization to search
for noncovalent interactions in proAUTO • LIFE • HEALTH
teins and protein complexes.
• COMMERCIAL • HOMEOWNERS
The article also discusses the
630 S. 4th St.
importance of pi-type interactions
in proteins and how there needs
Murray, KY

Eliminate tweezing, shaving or
having to use depilatories.
*Eyebrows •Napeline *Arms
*Facial *Underarms *Legs

to be a greater emphasis on these
types of interactions in the biochemistry curriculum.
Students no longer have to rely
on flat images in a textbook to
study the three-dimensional properties of molecules.
With molecular visualization,
students load molecules into computer programs that allow them
to rotate and manipulate the molecules in such a way that they
may be viewed from all perspectives, Cox said.Cox, whose hometown is Paris,
Tenn., is an assistant professor in
the department of chemistry at
MSU.

by Pat Mullins, CE
25 Years Experience • Nationally Certified

Call (270) 753-8856'
806B Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

"I can't believe my hair has so
much body & it's not a perm!"
Introducing the New

"Helix Cut!"
Cuts
Dennis Johnson. Pb D

Jtm Fain

ENSVISITE
131.3VVET
for

Lunch!

970 Chestnut St., Murray

P

Bridaf
RegistnJ

Plenty ofSeating
Available
Front & Back

Joe, 11111, „OM

Michael P. McClain, DMD

ot Kevitmcky iLlrbst

Phillip Powell

• invisalign- (clear braces)
.certified orthodontist

McCLAIN • Free Consultation/2nd Opinion
onTh000NTIcs
• Accepts and files most forms of
insurance.
• Offices in Murray, KY;
Paris & Dover, TN.
Miernber

Sat., November 11 • 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

American Association of
Orthodontists

at the artist's home on 128 Geurin Rd.

753-WIRE (9473)

FOR MORE INFO CALI

•

Call Dennis Johnson for appt:

Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
Murray

Now accepting Visa & Mastercard

270-753-0882

•

tlIMPJ

Open House/gallery

Call for your free
consultation! j

Ar

Chestnut St.. Murra
753-1851

SOMETHING TO SMILE ABOUT!

II

hair!

bridal registry.

aglitel 753-2975

• Orthodontics for Children & Adults

into

"Home of the Helix Cut" Perfect for all hair types!
It works!

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Brigitte Long
bride-elect of
Todd Keller
join our

•Rump of Roast •Baked Icelandic Cod
•Roasted Chicken • Seasoned Potatoes
•Blackhawk Rolls
•Scrumptious Desserts
and still have your choice of pizza, pasta or salad!

Curl

FiEFIDLVES

SUBSCRIBE

FAIN INSURANCE AGENCY
270-753-0632

Corner of 1st & 3rd Sts.
Saturday, Nov. 11
7 a.m. - ?
We have everything.
If you don't see it ask. I
bet we have it somewhere.

Remove Unwanted
Hair Permanently

Cox publishes article

dressed in his gray-and-white fur.
No sound did I make
yet he sensed I was there
watching him eat-not wanting to share
as he crouched
in the cozy niche
of the green-clad maple tree.

YARD SALE
OLD ALMO

270-436-2684 OR 800-869-0174

Thank You for 19 wonderful years!
Please join usfor our annual...

Holiday Open House
Sunday, Nov. 12th
1-5 p.m.
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MSU plans library enhancements
Murray State University is currently engaged in the most ambitious fund-raising initiative in its
history. The program, Vision Quest,
addresses seven primary objectives
with the goal of raising $25 million in private and corporate donations.
A $2 million endowment for
the MSU Libraries for the enhancement of library resources is one
of those significant objectives.
"We are also engaged in raising funds to complete the restoration and renovation of the Forrest
C. Pogue Library, a project that
began several years ago," said Dr.
Coy Harmon, dean of university
libraries. "Yet to be completed is
the restoration of the upper atrium level or museum level as it
was once known."
The project will include the
opening and repair of the skylights that were sealed long ago
due to damaging water leaks. Walls,
flooring, the ceiling and light fixtures will also be renovated and
restored.
The feasibility of installing a
small, antique-style elevator to service the lobby, mezzanine and upper
level is allo under study, according to Harmon.

"Significant to the fund-raising
efforts for both the library endowment and the restoration of Pogue
Library will be grant applications
to government entities and private
foundations," said Dr. Roger Reichmuth, director of the MSU office
of development. "Individual contributions from friends and alumni will also be critical if the
libraries' goals are to be achieved."
7

To assist in these special projects, the Associates of Murray
Libraries
University
State
(AMSUL) will be reconstituted and
its purpose broadened. AMSUL, a
friends organization which was
formed in 1981 to raise funds for
the purchase of library materials,
will be revitalized through major
membership drives and energetic
leadership from the local community.
According to Marian Posey,
director of institutional services,
"The MSU office of development,
working with the University
Libraries and AMSUL, will assist
in identifying potential sources of
funds for both the library endowment and the Pogue Library restoration project. Applications for government and foundation grants are
already in preliminary stages of

preparation."
Beyond general fund raising
efforts, the AMSUL organization
will be involved in promoting the
University Libraries as essential
components of the higher education experience.
"Various programs to acquire
library materials as gifts or by
purchase will be pursued," Harmon said."The University Libraries
and AMSUL will also sponsor special programs and presentations
that will be open to the public."
Plans are under way to for a
jointly sponsored program in the
spring of 2001. -The program will
feature a well known speaker and
will serve as the official inauguration of the reconstituted friends
group and beginning of the group's
fund raising efforts for both the
library endowment and the Pogue
restoration project," added Harmon.
To encourage membership in
the friends organization, and to
provide members with access to
all the resources in the Pogue and
Waterfield collections, the University Libraries will automatically
give a complimentary library card
to each AMSUL member who is
not already affiliated with the university as a member of the fac-

ulty or staff or as a student.
Members will also receive a copy
of "MSU Inform," the libraries'
newsletter, which is published three
times per year. Other publications
announcing library programs and
services will also be mailed to members of the friends organization.
There are various levels of membership in the Associates of Murray State University Libraries
organization including a family
category. To hold an individual
complimentary library card, members must be at least 18 years
old, out of high school, and be a
resident of Kentucky or a resident
of selected border counties in states
adjacent to MSU's primary service region.
Additional information about
complimentary cards is available
at the Waterfield Library. circulation desk or by calling (270) 7624990, 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
"We look forward to an active
friends organization and success
in our fund-raising efforts," Harmon said. "Both the library endowment and the Pogue restoration project are priorities for the university and the libraries. Everyone will
benefit, especially the academic
programs."

SPECIAL HONOR...Dr. Yancey Watkins (center), a past international director of Lions Club International, is pictured with
Kentucky District 43-K Governor Shea Nickell (right) and
Ken Purcell, president of the Murray Lions Club. Watkins
was recognized at the Nov. 3 district cabinet meeting by
having an annual award for club membership named in his
honor. Watkins served as international director from 1988
until 1990.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. Nov.
9, 2000:
You react in an unexpected way to family and security. You do not often see eye
to eye with those close to you. Know
what you want from others, but don't
demand that they meet your expectations. Learning to be flexible becomes
pnmary to your success, as many opportunities will drop in your lap next summer. Be a team player with co-workers.
If you are single, romance puts a twinkle
in your eye. You meet someone special
and fun. Don't push this relationship into
developing too fast. If attached, nurture
your significant other. As a result, your
relationship strengthens. ARIES works
well with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

Bring your Van,
Dyck or Station
Wagon. Come
Prepared to Haul
Your Purchases
Away & Save!

HMV TO REACH OS...
BY PHONE

JUST 5 DAYS REMAIN TO SAVE ON
ENTIRE STOCK OF INVESTMENT
QUALITY HOME FURNISHINGS

ovm
CE!
PRI
EVERYTHING
•ISSOUBLE

All Living Rooms, Dining Rooms, Bedrooms,
Oriental Rugs, Entertainment Centers, Recliners,
Sleep Sofas, Leather, Grandfather Clocks, Chairs
Mattress Sets, Tables, Accessories and MORE

MUST GO!

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Unexpected events work in
your favor. You like change and flexibility. Understand what is happening with a
fnend who could be somewhat quirky
and unpredictable. Your abilities to
understand people and to be caring make
others want to work with you. Tonight:
Where the gang is.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** _Follow your ...ristincts about an
unpredictable boss or. authority figure.
You might feel as if you are constantly
making adjustments for someone. Your
understanding and laid-back attitude
inspire another to be more easygoing or
canng. Tonight: Head home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out for another. A
meeting, be it at work or with friends,
provides insights. News might encourage
you to take a different action than you
had wished. Don't fight the inevitable,
but focus on the possibilities. Others support you in your decisions. Tonight. With
friends, at a favorite place.
CANCER (June 2I-July 221
**** Work with another, even if this
person is financially or emotionally
unpredictable. You look to the results,
while this person is looking out for No. I.

COST OR LOSS DISREGARDED!

BMW

ALL SALES FINAL! NO REFUNDS N

AN ELLATION

HOURS: Daily 10-9 pm & Sunday 12-6 pm

208 EAST MAIN ST.

Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

270-753-1916
General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

Ledger -Times

Use the art of diplomacy until you can
disengage without a problem. Tonight:
Enjoy the limelight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Make an effort to touch base
with someone at a distance. Information
you hear from an associate might not be
accurate. Do your own research. Check
facts and figures. Learn not to react, but.
to pull back. As a result, you will gain
tremendously. Allow a loved one to share
more with you. Tonight. Have fun, your
way.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Unexpected developments at
work could stress you out. Listen to
another carefully and share more of what
you want and expect from a co-worker or
partner. You know what works. Tonight:
Work as late as necessary.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Someone shares his feelings
and opinions with you. You could be at
your wits' end as you try to convince this
person to follow another path. Count to
10 and mellow out. Know that others
find you a bit unpredictable as well. Let
others display their true colors. Tonight:
Accept an invitation.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov, 21)
**** Dig into work. A family member or close friend could be shaking you
up, as you might not be doing what he
wants. Listen carefully to feedback. You
might need to make an adjustment if you
want to court this person's favor. You
know what you are doing. Tonight: Bring
extra work home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You can deal with instability
better than most. Follow through on your
long-term objectives. Understand that
another just might not be up to snuff and
cannot sort through a problem quickly.
Show your caring through strong action.
Another responds. Tonight: Enjoy a
favonte person.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might be stunned by an
expenditure, but ultimately it is worthwhile. Listen to another and get feedback. Realize that what you think works
might not agree with another's point of
view. There might be many ways to solve
a problem. Tonight: You don't have to go
far.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your unpredictability works
for you, but sometimes not for others.
Steer a clear path with the knowledge of
where you want to go. Make calls and
reach out for others. Listen to someone
who often has pearls of wisdom. Your
smile wins another over. Tonight: Out
and about_
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You. could be stunned by financial
news. Allow another to pitch in and help.
Accept an invitation that might be connected to your work. Others come to you.
Listen to suggestions from a special
friend. Tonight: Your treat.
BORN TODAY
Astronomer Carl Sagan (1934), musician
Tom Fogerty (1941), novelist Ivan
Turgenev (1818)
•* *

See State Farm
Agent:
Mark Lewis
305 North 12th Street
Murray KY
270-753-9627

"Car insurance
taking a toll on
you? Check
State Farm for
a better buy."

MURRAY, KY • 270-753-4834
"gotce 19419

Cash, Check, MasterCard & Visa Accepted.6 Months same as cash.

*Discounts taken from our offering prices which may or may not have resulted in prior soles.
*Photos ore for illustration purposes only ask soles staff for availability Going out of business lic. # 00.01 Sale to end on or before Nov. 13 2000.

statafarrammu'v
Stair Farm Mutual riuturnoinie Insurance (rwri
Styr Frann Inmn't I .irrinam Nil• HAM

nra in NJ)
FOrurningtook Moon
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Holiday bazaar scheduled
Bazaar lever has not been classified as a medical disorder, but
here in Murray, it is certainly
reaching epidemic proportions.
The signal that the holidays are
fast approaching. "bazaar season"
is one of the jolliest times of the
year. Shoppers are sure to have
fun at the Humane Society's annual Holiday Bazaar and Bake Sale
Nov. 11, from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.,
at the Calloway County Public
Library.
The library's meeting room will
be transformed into a winter wonderland of delights for bargain
hunters. With the addition of hundreds of beautiful donations from
members and friends, finding the
right gift for everyone on your
list will be a snap.
And if you are looking tbr
baked goods to freeze for the holidays, we'll have them! Our elves
have promised everything from
breads to pies, cakes, cookies,
brownies, muffins and more! Get

NOISY NOSES.. East Elementary students in Fonda Grogan's class model their "Noisy Noses"
while learning about the letter 'N.'

MSU center offers therapy
mary case managers. That means,
Liljequist said, that clients schedule appointments with their individual clinician and meet with that
person on a regular basis.
The clinician not only works
directly with that client, but also
prepares any letters or reports that
are required by the client's case.
Cases are assigned to clinicians
weekly.
Clients have the assurance of
knowing that they will be working with the same clinician during each visit so that a trusting
relationship can be built.
The only time a client would
have to be transferred to another
clinician, Liljequist said, is at the
end of the academic year when
the clinician finishes his or her
one-year practicum (although some
clinicians opt for a two-year

practicum for the extra experience). But, Liljequist said, it's rare
for a case to have to be held over
for an additional year, so case
transfers rarely occur.
Individuals who are interested.
in becoming clients of the center
should call or go by the office
between the hours of 8 a.m. and
3 p.m., Monday through Thursday. Clients will be asked to till
out the necessary paperwork.
Depending on the type of service
requested by the client, the paperwork will take from 30 minutes
to two hours to complete.
' The center is located on- the
fourth floor of Wells Hall on Murray State's campus. Wells Hall is
located on 16th Street across from
the Office of Public Safety. For
more information, call (270) 7622504.

there early for the best selection.
Handmade crafts will also be
available: stuffed toys, needlework,
quilts, and crocheted items are
always in demand. In addition, there
will be other gift items such as
music boxes, table water fountains, even plants.
Nothing quite says."Christmas,"
however, like tree ornaments, and
this year we have been the lucky
recipients of donations of some
of the most beautiful, collectible
ornaments we've ever seen. You
won't want to miss this opportunity to stock up at fabulous prices.
A highlight this year will be a

'Aril) lL :Help

runtal..$•

drawing for a free spay/neuter certificate. For a small donation, you
may be the lucky winner. The certificate is transferable, so if you
win and can not use it, you may
give the certificate as a gift or
donate it to someone in need.
We open the doois at 9 a.m.
sharp, so be at the library on Saturday morning and join us in
spreading bazaar fever to one and
all! Donations of baked goods or
crafts, may be brought to the
library after 3 p.m. on Friday. For
more information, call Dianna at
436-5920 or the Society at 4366250.

Buckingham to attend seminar
Some of those involved with
the seminar are former governors
from Mississippi and North Carolina as well as a former House
Speaker from North Carolina who
also was president of the National Conference of State Legislatures, a prominent organization that
assists all state governments. Others include the . president of a
biotechnology center and the director of an •ethics program at Duke
University.

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham
will be one of 20 legislators to
attend the Executive Seminar for
Southern Legislators later this
month. _
The seminar, which _will take
place at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill from Nov
12-15, will have three main objectives: to spotlight trends and issues
in the South; to connect legislators with scholars, researchers and
others who have a role in state
as well regional policy, and to
gain a better understanding of the
impact history and culture have
had on those policies.

"This promises to be an outstanding event," said Buckingham,
D-Murray. "I'm looking forward
to learning about what role Ken-

tucky plays_in the dynamics of
the New South and how we can
better position the Commonwealth
to take advantage of opportunities
that now exist here.
"Today, for example, more
Southerners than ever work in jobs
requiring postsecondary education.
We in Kentucky understand that,
and three years ago we reformed
our postsecondary schools in a
way that meets the needs of our
citizens and prepares them for the
challenges of the 21st century.
"Because of this and much more,
we have achieved a significant
amount, I believe. Still, I want to
see how we can do better."

•
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special offer.
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Psychological disorders affect
millions of Americans each year
1 and sometimes the cost of treatment can be prohibitive, but the
Murray State University Psychological Center is doing its part to
offer therapy and make those services affordable for all who need
them.
The Psychological Center serves
people with various psychological
, disorders such as depression and
- anxiety disorders. Depression is a
common illness that affects between
10 and 14 million people in any
2 given year.
Social anxiety disorder can stop
the more than 10 million Americans who have it from d6ing the
simplest things in lice such as
going on a date, accepting a promotion or meeting new people.
In addition to helping clients
with psychological disorders, the
staff at the MSU Psychological Center also assists those who are struggling with life circumstance changes
such as moving to a new city, the
break-up of an important relationship or the loss of a loved one.
Individual therapy for adults
and children, ai well as family
therapy, is available and psychological assessments can be arranged.
The center's services are available to MS-U—stptlents-at inYchargeand to members of the community on a sliding-scale basis, with
fees depending on income and the
number of people living in the
household.
"This allows for many people
to receive needed psychological
services that might otherwise be
cost-prohibitive," said Dr. Laura
Liljequist, director of the center.
The center serves clients throughout western Kentucky.
The center, Liljequist said, is able
to provide high quality service at
a low cost because it operates as
a training facility for advanced
master's degree students.
The clinicians (advanced master's degree students) work under
the close supervision of state
licensed psychologists Liljequist
and Dr. Renae Duncan. Though it
serves as a student training ground,
the center maintains professional
standards, including confidentiality of client information, Liljequist said.
According to Liljequist, the clinicians have taken all their graduate courses in assessment, diagnosis and therapeutic technique
1 and are working in a one-year
practicum required by the state
before they become certified.
The training model is the same
r one used in the medical profession with the clinicians being in
their "internship" phase.
Cases are assigned to the clinicians, who then become the pri-

Humanely Speaking

$899
only....
Mon.-Fri. 4.30-9. Special good thru
11/12100. Not good with any other
cial offer.

•

Original Crust. Up to 10 Toppings. Dine-In or
Mr
Pick-Up. Free Delivery. Coupon good
11/12/00. Not good with any other special

r
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Hillary wins in New York
NEW YORK (AP) — President
Clinton stood on stage between
his wife and daughter, his eyes
tearing and shiny confetti flying
over his head, egging on cheering
supporters in a rapturous celebration of yet another Clinton polit-

senator wife. "I like it," the president said, according to White
House spokesman Jake Siewert.
"He's looking forward to being
a member of the Senate spouse's
club," said former Clinton aide
Paul Begala. "I don't think he's
wistful. He's the most resilient and
ical victory.
adaptable person I've known. I
But this Election Night moment don't think he's relishing the end
was hardly his.
(of his presidency), but he's adaptHillary Rodham Clinton, elect- ed admirably."
ed Tuesday as New York's newest
Wednesday, while his wife was
U.S. senator, was the star politi- making her entree into New York's
cian in the Clinton family. Clin- political sphere, Clinton was colton proudly ceded the spotlight to lecting his entourage to return to
his wife, even though her historic Washington and a series of briefaccomplishment brought with it ings on his pending meetings with
another reminder of his own pend- Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
ing transition into the ex-presi- and Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
dents' club.
Barak.
"I'm just elated. I'm so proud
Clinton did not go without some
of her," the president told reporters praise Tuesday. He stepped foras he followed behind his wife, ward and gave a slight nod as
shaking hands at her victory cel- New York's soon-to-be senior
ebration. "I'm so happy. I'm so Democratic
senator,
Charles
grateful. I don't know what else Schumer, introduced him as "the
to say."
man we owe so much to, our
Clinton received word of Mrs. great president."
Clinton's victory while doing a
"I told Hillary when she startget-out-the-vote phone interview ed this campaign, if you all were
with a Las Vegas radio personal- together, if you were all working
ity. He said he was proud to be hard, if you all cared enough, she
the first president ever to have a would win," Clinton told a group

MURPHY 1st Anniversary
Celebration
USA*

Various Beverage
Specials

91.99 gal.
Any Size Coffee or
Fountain Drink 10c
Cappuccino 25°

All Varieties of
Ice Cream Treats

SIP
i,16.0

FOX
•43 911.4 •102 1 r not
WO X Pi
WCE0

He talked with Gore once Tuesday, about midday, and planned
to talk to him once more as the
race tightened and wore on into
the wee hours Wednesday.
Some of Clinton's own credibility was at stake in Gore's fate.
About seven in 10 Bush voters
who were interviewed by Voter
News Service, a consortium of
The Associated Press and the television networks, said the scandals that raked Clinton's presidency were important, and about
one-third of Bush voters said one
reason for their vote was to oppose
Clinton.

COME VOTE...Members of the CCHS Y-Club are prepared to help students vote during their
mock election. Pictured are Sarah Yeatts, Rebecca Suiter, Ben Williams, Tera Rica Murdock,
Michael Stranger, Chelsea Bullard, Dan Mathis, Austin Webb and Ashley Peters.

Murray student wins NMS honor
Brandon Kale has been named
a Commended Student in the 2001
National Merit Scholarship Program, according to Murray High
School Principal Dan Hampton.
Kellie is the son of Diane and
Andrew Kellie of Murray.
A letter of commendation from
the school and National Merit
Scholarship Corporation (NMSC),
which conducts the program, will
be presented by the principal to
this scholastically talented senior.
Some 34,000 commended students throughout the nation are
being recognized for their exceptional academic promise.
Although they will not continue in the competition for Merit
Scholarship awards to be offered
next spring, commended students
placed among the top five percent of more than one million stu-

dents who entered the 2001 Merit
Program by taking the 1999 Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test.
A spokesperson for National
Merit Scholarship Corporation commented "The young men and
women named Commended Students have demonstrated outstanding academic potential by their
performance in the very competitive Merit Program. In a nation
that values excellence, it is important to publicly recognize the attainments of scholastically talented
young people and the schools that
nurture their development. We hope
this recognition will help broaden
the educational opportunities of
Commended Students and serve as
encouragement to all students to
develop their abilities to the fullest."

BRANDON KELLIE

Marines to celebrate birthday

25C

(Register To Win $10 & $20 Gift Cards
Grand Prizes - TV or Boombox

Mil

While the first lady — who
had liberally put her husband to
work — accepted the concession
call from her Republican opponent, Rep. Rick Lazio, in their
hotel suite, Clinton stepped into
an adjacent room, set up as a mini
"War Room" to monitor election
returns.

The president dabbed at his
eyes several times during the first
lady's acceptance speech. He
grasped Chelsea's hand with interlocking fingers as Mrs. Clinton said,
"I know I would not be here without my family."
It was Mrs. Clinton's only mention of her husband.

Saturday, Nov. 11 & Sunday, Nov. 12
Low Gas Prices Throughout The Weekend With
SUPER Low Gas Prices Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

Milk

of union supporters who gathered
in the hotel's cigar bar. "You did
your part. She did hers. I am
proud and I am grateful. Go get
'em."
His wife's victory secure, the
president busied himself by focusing on the ultra-tight presidential
race between George W. Bush and
Al Gore, the vice president who
studiously avoided letting Clinton
get out on the campaign trail.

Fox Critter will be
on location from
8 a.m.-9 am.

807 N. 12th St.• Murray (In front of Wal-Mart)

-4

The Billy Ray Walston detachment of The Marine Corps League
will host a Dutch style banquet
at 6 p.m. Nov. 10 at Pagliai's
restaurant in a joint celebration of
Veteran's Day and the birthday of
the Marine Corps.
.
The public, especially anyone
interested in The Marine Corps,
is invited.
'The Marine COfpg- Wig—author-

ized by the Continental Congress
when the American colonies revolted against England in 1775. The
Corps actually came into existence
when the first recruits were enlisted on Nov. 10, 1776 at Tun's Tavern in Philadelphia, Penn. Two
battalions of . sharpshooters were
established.
The N

émièis

"soldiers

of the sea" is reflected in their
emblem featuring the eagle, the
globe and the anchor. Since their
beginning, Marines have served in
every American war on naval ships,
on the ground and, beginning in
World Wars I and II, in the air
also.
Women have been an impor.tant part of the Corps beginning
in World War It.

The Billy Ray Walston Detachment was established in 1988. The
detachment was named in honor
of Walston, the only Marine from
Calloway County to lose his life
in World War II.
The upcoming banquet will
honor Walston as well as the
Marine Corps and veterans of all
American Wats'
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Now Available in Marshall County!
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Nouse of Trailer
When you move in!
Sean McDonald, M.D., FRCS
Board Certified Neurosurgeon
Offering Medical and Surgical Treatment of the Brain & Spine
ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS

We tow the trailerfor you!
Youjust load and unload!

Office Located at 37 Ash Street, Calvert City, KY

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 1-270-395-7791

Premier Mini Storage
Indoor Climate controlled environment!
• Clean

• Video Surveillance

. Convenient Office Hours

• Safe

• Security alarmed

• Air Conditioned

• Your lock

. We sell boxes, locks,
tape and packing
supplies!

• Heat & Humidity
controlled

• Your Key

PURCHASE PARKWAY NORTH
ASH ST

• Sprinklered building

u")

HWY 95

. 5 x 5's & up, all sized
available, lockers tool

E

Take 1-24 East to Exit 25B, (Purchase Parkway North), from Purchase
Parkway North turn left onto US-62 West, from US432 West turn right onto
HWy. 95 off of US 62-West. Follow Hwy. 95 to 1st Street, turn right onto 1st
Street. Our office is located on the corner of Ash and 1st Streets.

753-9600
Located Behind Shoppes
of Murray

•

644N 12th.St
Murray, Ky 42071

Mee Hoots:
730 am to 6pm Mon Sat
12:00 pm to 6pm Sunday
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Voters reject school vouchers

TREATS FOR TOTS: Calloway County Secretary of Instruction,
Judy Brumley, passes out treats to Calloway County
Preschoolers on Halloween during a visit to the board office.

Kentucky's incumbents
all earn re-election wins
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — All
SIX of Kentucky's congressional incumbents easily won re-election
Tuesday, including those who
faced opponents with sizable war
chests and plenty of name recognition.
Central Kentucky voters sided
with Republican incumbent Ernie
Fletcher over Scotty Baesler, a former congressman, in the hardfought 6th District race.
In Louisville, voters selected
GOP incumbent Anne Northup
over Democratic state Rep. Eleanor
Jordan, and Rep. Ed Whitfield beat
Democrat Brian Roy in western
Kentucky's 1st District.
"I'm a little too old to cry, and it
hurts too bad to laugh," a disappointed Roy told supporters. The
former U.S. marshal and sheriff received 42 percent of the vote to
Whitfield's 58 percent.
Fletcher unsuccessfully challenged Baesler for the 6th District
seat in 1996, but then won the seat
in 1998 when Baesler vacated it for
a failed Senate bid.
Fletcher got 53 percent of the
vote on Tuesday — the same percentage he received two years ago
against state Sen. Ernesto Scorsone.
Baesler drew just over a third of the
vote this time, and Reform Party
candidate Gatewood Galbraith
picked up about 12 percent.
"It was a tough campaign but a
good campaign, and we are humbled by the faith shown by the voters of the 6th District," Fletcher
said.
"Obviously the folks elected the
other agenda rather than ours, fairly
convincingly I might add," Baesler
said in his concession speech.
Northup won with 53 percent of
the vote. That's more support than
she's ever received in the 3rd District, where more than half of registered voters are Democrats.
"I want to reach my hand out
and ask to be a partner with every
part of this community," Northup
said Tuesday night.
"Anne has been a formidable
opponent, and the people of the 3rd
District have spoken," Jordan said
in her concession speech.
Democrats in Washington had
hoped for a victory in at least one
of Kentucky's U.S. House races.
Both political parties and other
interest groups poured money into
Kentucky this election year. The
3rd and 6th District battles were
among the most expensive House
races in Kentucky history.
Fletcher raised about $2.3 mil-

lion, while Baesler raised about
$1.5 million, according to the
Washington-based Center for Responsive Politics, which tracks
money in campaigns. Northup
raised about $2.4 million, and Jordan raised about $1.5 million, according to the center.
The races drew plenty of national attention. President Clinton
appeared with Jordan in Louisville
last week, while House Speaker
Dennis Hastert stumped for
Northup and Fletcher Sunday.
As expected, three of Kentucky
congressmen easily won re-election
against little known or underfunded
opponents. They are:
—Reps. Ron Lewis, R-2nd District, who defeated Democrat Brian
Pedigo and Libertarian candidate
Michael Kirkman.
—Ken Lucas, D-4th District,
who defeated Republican Don Bell,
Libertarian candidate Alan Handleman and Green candidate Ken Sain.
—Hal Rogers, R-5th District,
who defeated Democrat Sidney
Jane Bailey.
Neither of Kentucky's two Republican senators was up for reelection this year.

(AP) — Vouchers for private
schools flunked at the ballot box,
but voters decided they're ready
to borrow or bet to raise money
for public education.
Measures to provide vouchers
were soundly defeated Tuesday in
Michigan and California, bowing
to strong opposition by teachers'
unions and the governors of both
states.
"The answer to improving public schools is staying on the path
that we are on," said California
Gov. Gray Davis.
The California proposal was a
sweeping plan to provide any child
— rich or poor — with a $4,000
voucher for private school tuition.
Michigan's program would have
helped only those in failing public school districts.
Vouchers were among 200 issues
on the ballot in 42 states. The
measures included about two dozen
education issues as well as proposals affecting taxes, gambling,
gay rights, abortion, term limits,
hunting and drugs.
Voters also:
— Rejected a bid to make
Maine the second state in the
nation to allow physician-assisted
suicide. The proposal was modeled after an Oregon law.
— Approved measures in Nevada and Nebraska to define marriage to rule out same-sex civil
unions, such as those approved
this year in Vermont.
— Defeated measures to curb
growth in Arizona and Colorado.
Arizona's proposal called for cities
and counties of more than 2,500
residents to adopt 10-year growth

limits and force developers to pay
for roads, schools and other services to new subdivisions.
— Approved background checks
for all gun buyers at gun shows
in Colorado and Oregon. Both states
had experienced high school shooting rampages.
The Colorado proposal was
backed by Tom Walser, whose
son was one of 13 people killed
last year at Columbine High School
by students Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold, who got some of their
arsenal at a gun show.
While school vouchers were
defeated, voters were more generous when it came to public education.
North Carolina approved $3.1
billion in bonds for higher education. It was the biggest bond
issue in state history.
And South Carolina approved
a state lottery to help fund education with an estimated $150 million a year and recapture millions
of dollars that state voters spend
on the Georgia lottery.
"The voters have spoken loudly," said Gov. Jim Hodges, who
was elected two years ago on his
promise to push for a lottery.
"They believe in scholarships for
well-deserving students ... they
believe in helping technical college students have a chance to go
to college in South Carolina."
But Bible-belt Arkansas rejected a lottery, along with casinos
and charity bingo, even though
proceeds were earmarked for education. Gov. Mike Huckabee said
that government becomes "a pimp"
when it uses lotteries to help fill
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— Established a family court
system in West Virginia.
— Retained greyhound racing
in Massachusetts and kept a state
video lottery in South Dakota.
— Recommended to the city
council of Ventura, Minn., that the
community be renamed St. Augusta. The city had recently incorporated under the name of Gov. Jesse
Ventura.

CALL 753-1916 TO
REPORT LOCAL SPORTS
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Yes, This Device Could Save Your Appliances

Surge Protection For Your Home
Bill Blackburn, General Manager of Brandon Auto World in Murray, Ky presents the keys to Kumaran Gopalan, winner of the 1987 Cadillac Coupe DeVille
given away on Halloween night at Brandon Auto World.
Thank you to everyone that participated in the giveaway and made this a very
special Halloween night for Brandon Auto World in Murray, Ky.
Bill Blackburn
General Manager

This single device can tame any surges that threaten your
home. For a low monthly fee, you can rest assured that
you are protected. Its a small price for peace of mind that
comes from knowing you don't have to face the cost and
hassle of replacing appliances. We also offer top-quality
plug-in devices for electronics with excellent warranties.
Call us today to learn more about our surge protection
program or sign up!
West Kentucky RECC (270) 247-1321 Toll-free 1-877-4WKRECC

PS. Be sure and read the Ledger & Times Tues., Thurs., & Fri. if you registered in the "Great Cadillac Giveaway."

Call Us - We Can Help
Call us today for:

Always There When Caring Makes A Difference

Tor Fklt Cid!b 1St 11.11.••••romot

— Abolished the county sheriff system in Connecticut. The jobs
dated back to 1666.
— Rejected public financing of
election campaigns in Missouri and
Oregon.
— Decided to add fluoride to
San Antonio's water.
— Ended bilingual education
in Arizona.
— Declared English Utah's official language.
— Rejected a plan to turn a
fallout shelter into an underground
casino at The Greenbrier resort in
White Sulphur Springs, W.Va.

Phone
Car Charger
Leather Case
Caller ID

WELLINGTON PARC

FIRSTGOV

Alaskans, meanwhile, refused to
legalize marijuana.
In other measures, voters:
— Made hunting and fishing
constitutionally protected rights in
Virginia and North Dakota.
— Put a high-speed train proposal on track in Florida. The idea
is to link the state's five largest
cities.

-S25

We've Built
a Better
Mousetrap...

and the world is beating a path
to our door! Were not surprised
People have discovered that the
new U S government, free portal
www.FitstGov.gov is online, and
they can catch all the answers
they're looking for from the U S
state and local governments
Just point and click your way
to w•vw.FirstGov.gov and
instantly search more than 27
million U S government web
pages Whether you want to find
a job, track your Social Security
benefits. buy a home, or reserve a
campsite at a national park—you
can find the answers fast if you
make your first click
WWW.FirstGov.gov

its treasury.
In Louisiana, Gov. Mike Foster warned his state could face
teacher strikes, university shutdowns and the end of public health
programs after voters rebuffed his
proposed "swap" of sales taxes
for income taxes.
In two states on the opposites
ends of the country, ballot questions about gay-related issues were
too close to call early Wednesday
morning.
A Maine measure would protect homosexuals from discrimination, while Oregon voters were
asked to forbid public school teachers from encouraging, promoting
or sanctioning homosexuality.
A range of social issues appeared
on ballots in other states. In Alabama, voters lifted a 99-year-old,
unenforceable ban on interracial
marriage. Alabama was the last state
in the nation to have in its constitution this relic from the era of
segregation.
In Colorado, voters rejected a
24-hour wait for women seeking
abortion, and California approved
drug treatment instead of jail for
non-violent, minor drug offenders.
A number of marijuana proposals
were considered. Colorado and
Nevada permitted marijuana for
medical purposes, while Mendocino County, Calif., voted to allow
adults to grow 25 pot plants apiece.

• Free memory screening examination.
• Free advice about caregiving at home.(Our trained staff will be
happy to listen and offer advice on providing care at home for an
Alzheimer's disease (or related disorder) victim.
• A tour of our beautiful facility.
• Information about available community resources.
• Admission or respite care information.
• Information about joining our free Alzheimer's support group.

"When mom lived alone, I worried all the time if she was safe, taking
her medications, or eating properly. It became an issue for our family.
That's why we chose Wellington Parc ofPaducah. Here, she gets all the
help she needs and much more,from a well trained and caring staff
I know she is in a safe and secure environment. She has made new
friends which makes her life more fulfilling. Mom's comfortable here,
and doesn't worry anymore. And, neither do we."

4747 Alben Barkley Drive
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Telephone:(270) 534-0620
Toll Free:(866) 534-9355
http://www.paducah.com/-wpp

Providing Specialized Care for Memory Impaired Adults
Written information related to this facility's services and policies is available upon request.
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ACC leads All-America voting
By The Associated Press
Troy Murphy is the only player in college basketball with a
chance to be a repeat All-American. That's not why he's back at
Notre Dame.
Murphy. the first player to ever
lead the Big East in scoring and
rebounding, and Shane Battier,
Duke's defensive specialist with a
pretty fair offensive game as well,
were the leading vote-getters Tuesday for the Associated Press' preseason All-America team.
Battier, a second-team All-America as a junior, was one vote short
of being a unanimous selection by
the 72-member national media
panel, while Murphy, who will be
a junior, was on 62 ballots.
Joining the forwards on the preseason team were Arizona senior
center Loren Woods, who got 46
votes, and senior guard Jamaal Tinsley of Iowa State and sophomore
guard Joseph Forte of North Carolina, who both had 39 votes.
Maryland senior forward Terence
Morris was sixth with 19 votes.
The 6-foot-I0 Murphy averaged
22.7 points and 10.3 rebounds last
season to lead the Big East in
both categories, then turned down
the chance to enter the NBA draft
and decided to to back to Notre
Dame for his junior season.
"Until I accomplish all of the
goals I have, I'll be around here,"

Murphy said. The thing that's missing from my college experience
is playing in that NCAA tournament. I don't care if I average 12
points a game or four points a
game. I want to get into the NCAA
tournament."
Notre Dame hasn't been in the
NCAA tournament since 1990 when
Digger Phelps was the coach. Mike
Brey is the head man in South
Bend now, replacing Matt Doherty, who left after one season for
North Carolina.
In their short time together Brey
has figured out Murphy.
"I think he wants to be the guy
that gets them back there," Brey
said, referring to the NCAA tournament. "I think that really means
a lot to him."
The 6-8 Battier is known for
shutting down the opposition's top
scorer regardless of size as well
as for the lost art of taking charges,
but his offensive game has been
impressive throughout his career.
He averaged 17.4 points and 5.6
rebounds last season and was among
the top five in the Atlantic Coast
Conference in 3-pointers per game,
scoring, free throw percentage,
field-goal percentage, blocked shots
and steals.
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
considers Battier, an honorable mention preseason pick last year, one
of the best leaders he has ever

had in his program.
"Shane can score in every way.
He's our best 3-point shooter, he's
an outstanding foul shooter, he can
post, he can fill a lane, he has
really improved on driving the
basketball," Krzyzewski said. "His
position defensively is magnificent, almost on every play."
Woods missed the last month
of the regular season and the
NCAA tournament last season
because of a back injury that
required two operations. That forced
him back for a fifth year of college and he said he's stronger than
ever.

SPORTS
EDITOR

ttjIci I1
Coach,
Racers
on right
track

The 7-1 Woods, who set the
NCAA record for blocked shots
in a game last season with 14 against
Oregon, averaged 15.6 points and
7.5 rebounds last season. The other
four starters for the top-ranked
Wildcats all received votes in the
preseason All-America balloting.
"If we win the national championship and we play to the level
we're capable of playing, then we
will be the greatest team ever,"
Woods proclaimed.

TOP DEVIL...Duke's Shane Battier joined North Carolina's
Joseph Forte on the Associated Press' preseason All-America team, as the Atlantic Coast Conference made up twofifths of the squad.

Tinsley ran the offense last season for the Cyclones as Marcus
Fizer received all the individual
attention. The 6-3 New York City
native averaged 11.0 points, 5.1
rebounds and 6.6 assists last season, but impressed even more people over the summer when he played

for the Select Team of college
players that worked out with and
played against the U.S. Olympic
team.
Forte was the ACC's rookie of
the year last season as he became
the first North Carolina freshman
to lead the team in scoring. His

16.7 scoring average may be affected this season as he will help
with the ball-handling chores following the graduation of point guard
Ed Cota. Still, the 6-4 Forte was
more than a shooter last season
as he averaged 5.5 rebounds and
2.6 assists.

Eastwood

NL lists Gold
Glove winners
By The Associated Press
Greg Maddux not only can throw the ball, he can
pick it up, too.
The Atlanta Braves' right-hander won his 11th consecutive Gold Glove on Tuesday, extending his record
for National League pitchers. Only Jim Kaat, with 16,
has won' more.
Ken Griffey Jr. failed to win in his first season with
Cincinnati after- winning. -1-0--in
row- with- the Seattle
Mariners.
San Francisco Giants first baseman J.T. Snow won
his sixth straight award, and Braves outfielder Andruw
Jones won for the third time in a row.
Cincinnati second baseman Pokey Reese won for the
second straight year and Philadelphia third baseman Scott
Rolen won his second overall, taking over from Robin
Ventura.
Colorado's Neifi Perez was selected for the first time
at shortstop, replacing the Mets' Rey Ordonez, who had
won three straight but missed most of the season because
of a broken arm.
Mike Matheny of the St. Louis Cardinals won at
catcher, replacing Philadelphia's Mike Lieberthal.
Jim Edmonds of the Cardinals and Steve Finley of
the Arizona Diamondbacks joined Jones as outfield winners. It was Edmonds' first NL Gold Glove following
three in the AL with the Angels.

boys win
first game
Staff Report

GLOVE MAN...St. Louis Cardinals' center fielder Jim Edmonds was
rewarded for his stellar defensive play in 2000. capturing a National
League Gold Glove award.
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — The
Eastwood Christian Academy boys'
basketball team opened the 200001..regular season Tuesday with a
54-48 road win over Heritage Christian Academy.
Casey Spear and Justin West
led the Warriors(1-0) with 19 points
apiece. Spear also grabbed a teamhigh eight rebounds, while West
notched five boards and three
assists.
Sean Ramsey added 10 points_
three rebounds and four assists,
while Clint Stewart contributed
six points and five boards and
Trent Cornwell pitched in with
five boards and four assists.
ECA returns to action Friday
for their first home game of the
year versus Grace Christian Academy of Madisonville. The contest
is scheduled for 6 p.m.

Chicago's streak of sellouts ends at 610
us a boost and some easy bas- shoulder spin layup. Fouled on the
kets."
basket, he missed the free throw.
Chris Whitney added 17 for the
Bulls center Brad Miller broke
Wizards. White had 12 points and his hand as he got the rebound
II rebounds.
and lost the ball as he came down.
Rookie Khalid El-Amin led the Gerard King grabbed it and put
By The Associated Press
Bulls with 21 points, scoring 13 up a layup, and Washington never
For the first time in more than in the fourth quarter. Elton Brand trailed again.
a decade, the Chicago Bulls failed added 15 points and 14 rebounds.
Rockets 84, Lakers 74
to have a sellout.
In other NBA games, Houston
Steve Francis scored 14 of his
A total of 399 tickets went unsold defeated the Los Angeles Lakers 23 points in the second half, and
Tuesday night as the Bulls were 84-74, Phoenix beat San Antonio Cuttino Mobley led a fourth-quardropping an 88-83 decision to the 100-81. Portland stopped Atlanta ter surge for Houston at home.
Washington Wizards.
97-88, New York beat Milwaukee
With the Rockets leading 58"We anticipated a sellout, but 103-89 and Toronto routed Boston 52 to start the fourth quarter. MobI'm afraid the election and other 105-75.
ley scored seven points as they
factors worked against us," said
The Bulls' announced crowd of built a 72-62 lead with 6:20 left.
Steve Schanwald, the Bulls exec- 21,312 ended the NBA's longest An 11-4 run by Los Angeles, led
utive vice president of business active streak at 610 consecutive sell- by Shaquille O'Neal's four free
operations. "It's been a great 13- outs. The stretch, which began throws, made it 76-73, but the Rockyear run, and we can't say enough Nov. 20. 1987, was the third- ets followed with six straight free
about the great and loyal support longest in NBA history.
throws to pull away.
we have received and continue to
Only the Portland Trail Blazers
Mobley added 18 points for the
receive from our fans."
(814) and the Boston Celtics (662) Rockets.
The game was so poorly played had longer runs.
"Last year, we beat them twice.
that those who chose to stay home
"The fans have been remark- It's no big deal," Mobley said.
appeared to have made the right able," Bulls coach Tim Floyd said. "Now we just have to go out and
choice. The Wizards missed their "I know that .there's going to be beat the other teams like that."
first 15 attempts and shot a dis- nights when maybe they're not here.
O'Neal led the Lakers with 24
mal 13 percent in the first quar- They've watched a lot of great points and seven rebounds.
ter.
basketball. We're not a great basSuns 100, Spurs 81
The only thing that saved them ketball team right now.
Shawn Marion scored 23 points
was Rod Strickland — and the
"We're trying to grow and get to lead five players in double figBulls' propensity to foul. Strick- better. I think they've been absolute- ures as host Phoenix knocked San
land scored six points in the last ly remarkable in terms of their Antonio from the ranks of the
two minutes, and the Wizards scored patience and persistence as we unbeaten.
35 points (35-of-52) at the line.
continue to fight through this."
Tony Delk had 20 points and
"The free throws made up a
The Bulls took a 79-75 lead Clifford Robinson added 15 for
lot for our poor shooting," said on Marcus Fizer's dunk with 2:14 the Suns, who led by as many as
Jahidi White, who made a career- left, but Strickland hit a layup and 20 in the fourth quarter en route
high eight free throws. "It gave then made an amazing, over-the- to their fourth straight win.

II Francis leads
Rockets to win
over champs

ROCKET BOOSTER...Steve Francis scored 14 of his 23
points in the second half as the Houston Rockets defeated the NBA champion Lakers 84-74.

SCOTT
NANNEY

You say you're disappointed with the Murray State Racers' 5-5 record in 2000?
Well, you shouldn't be.
For the first time since 1994,
the Racers aren't in the thick
of the Ohio Valley Conference
race.
Yet, first-year head coach
Joe Pannunzio may have done
the best coaching job in school
history just to make his squad
competitive — never mind getting the team in position for
a winning season.
But that's just what MSU
will have if it defeats old nemesis Tennessee State on Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
And that's a very likely possibility, considering the Tigers'
woeful 2-7 record.
What makes Pannunzio's
accomplishments so remarkable
is that he's done it all with a
redshirt freshman quarterback
who had never taken a collegiate snap entering the 2000
campaign.
However, former Caldwell
County standout Stewart Childress has exceeded Pannunzio's and the Racers' wildest
expectations — passing his way
to the fourth-best yardage total
in school history (2,561). And
-- he's- not done yet! • •
Also, injuries have crippled
a Racer defense that was suspect at full strength. But, instead
of folding, the MSU unit
stepped up big-time with its
best performance of the year
last week in a 24-22 win over
Eastern Kentucky.
The offensive line has also
seen -its share of injuries.
Sophomore center Josh Foster,
the Racers' best lineman, has
been out of the lineup off and
on with various injuries.
All of that adds up to good
coaching.
The Racers could have folded their tents and called it a
season after dropping a 48-7
decision to Eastern Illinois Oct.
14.
Instead, Murray is on the
brink of a winning season and
is setting the table for a possible OVC title in the near future
— maybe even next year if
recruiting goes as planned.
There won't be any championship banners raised at Stewart Stadium this year. But sometimes championships aren't
measured in wins and losses
— they're measured in heart.
And this team surely has that.
Is everybody as excited about
this basketball season as I am?
I certainly hope so, because
it should be a great season for
the Racers.
Everything gets underway
tonight when MSU hosts its
first exhibition game against
the EA Sports All-Stars.
And the answers to so many
questions should start becoming available beginning tonight.
The Racers lost the majority of the most successful class
in school history.
But, hey, we still have Isaac
Spencer. That's enough right
there to set our expectations
high — not to mention a host
of new players that should
carry on the mantle of success established at MSU.
However, we must exercise
patience. It's a virtue, remember.
Don't expect too much too
soon, especially with the type
of schedule we're playing.
But we should be excited
nonetheless.
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Baseball
discusses
high strike

WELL DONE...The Largo Bar and Grill team from Paris, Tenn. recently presented restaurant owner Ron Baker (kneeling) with their trophy for finishing in first place during the
YMCA 2000 co-ed slow-pitch softball season.

Coyotes tie Kings 3-3
LOS ANGELES (AP) - As usual, the NHL's
Pacific Division is the most contentious in the league.
That's why the Los Angeles Kings are kicking themselves over the point they lost in the standings.
"We should have won that game, there's no question about it," said Kings right wing Glen Murray,
who scored the first two goals in Tuesday night's
3-3 tie with the division-leading Phoenix Coyotes.
"We just have to play better when we have the
lead. We can't give a point away like that," Murray said. "When you're up 2-0 in this league and
playing at home, you should win."
More than four weeks into the season, the five
teams in the Pacific Division are separated by just
six points. At the end of last season, the gap between
first place and last place was just 19 points, tying
the Northwest Division for the smallest difference
among the NHL's six divisions.
"They have a lot of things going for them, but
so do we - with our hard work ethic and the way
we've been battling night in and night out," Kings
goalie Jamie Storr said. "We scored three goals
against a tough team to score against. And they
weren't easy goals. We were making our own opportunities."
In other NHL games, the New York Islanders
edged Nashville 2-1, the New York Rangers beat
Edmonton 4-3 and Colorado defeated Minnesota 2-

O.

Kings defenseman Rob Blake scored a powerplay goal with 7:43 left to tie it 3-3.
"I was a little disappointed because I committed
a bit early," said Coyotes goalie Sean Burke, who
surrendered more than two goals for only the second time in his 12 starts this season. "He made a
good shot - but I should have been a little bit
more patient."
Phoenix took a 3-2 lead on Shane Doan's goal
with 12:14 remaining.
The Coyotes, forced into overtime for the seventh time in 10 games, extended their unbeaten
streak to 12 games and their road unbeaten streak
to eight. They also got goals from Landon Wilson
and Keith Tkachuk.
Islanders 2, Predators 1
Brad Isbister scored two goals and John Vanbiesbrouck made 32 saves as New York edged Nashville
to snap a two-game losing streak.
Isbister scored the go-ahead goal 25 seconds into
the third period as the Islanders beat the Predators
at Nassau Coliseum for the first time in three tries
and moved into a first-place tie with New Jersey in
the Atlantic Division.
Kinuno Timonen scored for the Predators, who
lost in regulation for the first time on the road this
season.

Braves' Furcal
-NM top rookie
ATLANTA (AP)- Rafael Furcal arrived at spring training as a
non-roster teen-ager wearing No.
78 on his uniform.
He finished the season as the
best rookie in the National League.
Furcal, who batted ,295 with
40 steals for the Atlanta Braves,
was a runaway choice as NL Rookie of the Year on Tuesday. He
received 25 of 32 first-place votes
in balloting by the Baseball Writers Association of America.
"To play major league baseball
has been a dream of mine since
my brothers started taking me
every day as a child to practice,"
Furcal said in a statement released
by his agent, Paul Kinzer.
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Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

aut.Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Miami
7
2 0
Indianapolis
6
3 0
N.Y Jets
6
3 0
Butlalo
5
4
0
New England
2
7
0
Central
W
L
Tennessee
8
1
0
Baltimore
6
4
0
Pittsburgh
5
4
0
Jacksonville
3 6 0
Cincinnati
2
7
0
Cleveland
2
8
0
West
Oakland
1
8
0
Denver
4 0
5
Kansas City
4 0
5
Seattle
3
7 0
0 9 0
San Diego
Sunday's Games
Miami 23, Detroit 8
Buffalo 16, New England 13, OT
Chicago 27, Indianapolis 24
Tampa Bay 27, Atlanta 14
Philadelphia 16, Dallas 13, OT
Baltimore 27, Cincinnati 7
Tennessee 9, Pittsburgh 7
N.Y. Giants 24, Cleveland 3
New Orleans 31, San Francisco 15
Arizona 16, Washington 15
Denver 30, N.Y. Jets 23
Seattle 17, San Diego 15
Oakland 49, Kansas City 31
Carolina 27, St. Louis 24
OPEN: Jacksonville
Monday's Game
Green Bay 26, Minnesota 20, OT

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
NY Giants
7
2
0
6
4
0
Philadelphia
Washington
6
4
0
Arizona
3
6
0
Dallas
3
6
0
Central
W
L
T
7
2 0
Minnesota
Detroit
5
4
0
Tampa Bay
5
4
0
Green Bay
4
5
0
Chicago
2
7
0
West
W
L
T
St Louis
7
2
0
New Orleans
6
3 0
Carolina
4
5
0
Atlanta
3
7
0
San Francisco
2
8
0

Pct.
778
.667
667
556
222
Pct.
.889
.600
556
333
222
.200
Pct.
889
556
556
300
000

Calloway County High School senior quarterback Tony Ryan finished the
2000 regular season ranked 14th in the state in passing yards per game,
averaging 179.5 yards through the air per contest while completing 104-of168 attempts. Ryan set school records of 1,795 yards and 25 touchdowns in
leading the Lakers to a 7-4 campaign.
In the Kentucky High School Athletic Association's final team statistics,
Murray High came in 10th in rushing with an average of 283.2 yards per
game, while Calloway was 11th in passing with 195.1 yards per game.

Notice
Pictures, disks and other items that have been turned into The Ledger &
Times sports department can be picked up after publication at the Ledger
office on 1001 Whitnell Ave. Call 753-1916 ext. 23 for more information.
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by Whirlpool

.RAFAEL FURCAL

With the Purchase of Any NEW

Wallow! I

Guess What'
.•
60 Days
Christmas!

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Pam Dial. Manager
1.104 Chestnut St • Mimesis, K1 42071
Located in Dixieland Center • Mon.-Fri. 4:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
42741759-0310 • Iiis i274i7.59-4731
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HOME

SINGLE OR DOUBLE WIDE

3L

16x60

2 Becepettj Both, Front Kit

$23,900

4L

14x70

3 Bedroom, 1 Bath

$21,900

6L

16x70

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

$27,900

8L

16x80

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

$32,900

10L

16x80

$31,900

11L

16x80

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Front Kit.

Clearance Price
$14,900
$21,900
$19,900
$25,900
$30,900
$29,900

$29,900

$27,900

13L

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Delux

$31,900

2D

16x80
32x57

3 BeiSeatebath

$43,500

$29,900
$40,900
$40,500
$38,900
$39,900
$30,900
$46,900
$47,900
$50,900
$49,900
$37,900
$47,500
$56,900

Stock #

Size

Regular Price

Description

1L

14x50

2 Bedroom, 1 Bath

$16,900

3D

28x52

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

$42,500

6D

28x64

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Study

$40,900

70

32x56

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Study

$42,900

10D

28x44

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

$34,500

11D

28x64
28x70

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

$49,500

12D
130

28x74

3 Bed4S043/ba t h

$52,900

14D

28x68

$51,900

15D

28x60

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath

17D

28x80

18D

32x70

rui
.
141.1

$50,900

$39,900

4 Bedroom, 3 Bath
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

$50,900
$59,900

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE!!

00

TWOY1-1\l'

PRICE
INCLUDES:

Delivery &
Setup

Central Air
Skirting

Stove
Refrigerator

'Replaces any previous offer. Program good on new applications, Sept. 12, 2000 thru Dec 31, 2000

*5% Down Payment

Pct.
778
667
444
300
200

Calloway QB finishes among state's best

Heavy Duty Washer & Dryer
.‘

Pct.
778
556
556
444
222

SPORTS BRIEFS

*FREE!
I

Pct.
778
600
600
333
333

Sunday, Nov. 12
Atlanta at Detroit, noon
Chicago at Buffalo, noon
Cincinnati at Dallas, noon
New Orleans at Carolina, noon
Seattle at Jacksonville, noon
Baltimore at Tennessee, noon
Arizona at Minnesota, noon
New England at Cleveland, noon
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, noon
Miami at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.
Kansas City at San Francisco, 305 p.m
St. Louis at N.Y. Giants, 3:15 p.m.
Green Bay at Tampa Bay, 3:15 p.m
N Y. Jets at Indianapolis, 7:20 p
OPEN: Washington
Monday, Nov. 13
Oakland at Denver, 8 p.m.

"2000 Model Clearance Sale"

WAR RAN Ty

We Can Help

AMELIA ISLAND, Fla. (AP)
- Baseball's general managers
took time out from trade and freeagent negotiations to discuss a
few on-field issues.
Most prominent was restoring
the high strike next season.
"It's been the view of people
for a long time that the strike
zone in the rule book is being
interpreted by individual umpires
in a variety of different ways,"
Sandy Alderson, executive vice
president of baseball operations in
the commissioner's office, said
Tuesday at the GM meetings.
"We're looking to bring uniformity back, eliminate a lot of
the interpretation and go back to
the rule book."
According to the rule book, a
pitch should be called a strike if
any part of a ball crosses over
any part of home plate, and if
the pitch is between the hollow
of the knee and the midpoint
between the belt buckle and shoulders.
"With certain exceptions, nothing above the belt has been called
a strike," Alderson said. "In some
cases, nothing touching the belt
has been called a strike. That's
what we're looking to change."
Twenty-two younger umpires are
working in Arizona this month on
skills, including calling the strike
ione as it is written in the rule
book.
All the umpires will meet again
in January to go over the new
strike zone and they will meet
with players in February.
"If it is called consistently in
spring training, it won't take long
for players to adjust," Alderson
said.
Tampa Bay manager Larry Rothschild thinks the individual strike
zones are part of the game. But
expanding the zone will help pitchers and bring some balance back.
"Any time you increase the
area of the strike zone, it has an
adverse effect on offense because
the hitter has more to deal with,"
Rothschild said.

SCOREBOARD

FLEET'VVCOD,

"There were a lot of other rook"1 don't know about that," ,he
ies who had great years, and for said in the early days of spring
me to win this means my hard training. "I'll play hard every time
work has paid off."
I get a chance."
The only player listed on all
Furcal was so impressive that
32 ballots, Furcal got six seconds the Braves released Ozzie Guillen
and one third for 144 points..
just before opening day.
Rick Ankiel of the St. Louis
"I was convinced he could help
Cardinals, who gained notoriety us win ballgames," manager Bobby
during the playoffs by throwing Cox said.
five wild pitches in one inning,
The Braves said Furcal, who
was second with 87 points. He turned 20 in August, was the first
got six firsts, 17 seconds and six major leaguer born in the 1980s.
thirds.
HBO reported that he is three
New York Mets outfielder Jay years older, which the player
Payton was third with 37 points. denied.
followed by Philadelphia outfieldFurcal's rookie season was
er-first baseman Pat Burrell with
marred by a June arrest for drunk10 and Houston catcher Mitch
en driving and underage alcohol
Meluskey with seven.
consumption. General manager
In 1999, Furcal split his sea- John Schuerholz said the infieldson between Class A Macon and er "realizes he made a mistake,
Myrtle Beach. He made the switch he admits to it and he's sorry for
from second base to shortstop it..,
Furcal became the first middle
while stealing 96 bases, making him
one of the best prospects in base- infielder to win the NL award
since Steve Sax of Los Angeles
ball.
Still. the 19-year-old speedster in 1982 and the sixth Braves playwas given little chance of mak- er to win.
This year, Furcal led NL rooking the Braves when he was invited to the big-league camp as a ies in runs (87), walks (73), steals
and on-base percentage (.394). He
non-roster player.
Even Furcal had his doubts.
had four homers and 37 RBIs.

_.....,*
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No Money Down With Land. Trade Ins Welcome *With Approved Credit

so„,. KEITH BAKER HOMES, INC.
Exclusive Fleetwood Dealer

Hwy. 79 N. • Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

1
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Carnahan
wins race
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Missourians elected a dead man to the
Senate on Tuesday, choosing Gov.
Mel Carnahan — who perished
three weeks ago in a plane crash
— over Republican incumbent John
Ashcroft. Carnahan's widow had
agreed to take her husband's place.
With 84 percent of precincts
reporting early Wednesday, Carnahan had 1,075,872 votes, or 50
percent. Ashcroft, a Republican, had
1,039,409, or 49 percent.
The plane crash that killed Carnahan, his son and an aide last
month turned the nationally watched
contest against Republican Sen.
John Ashcroft from notoriously bitter to bizarre.
The crash occurred too late to
revise the ballot. No one had ever
posthumously won election to the
Senate, though voters on at least
three occasions sent deceased candidates to the House.
Gov. Roger Wilson, who took
office after Camahan's death Oct.
16, said he would appoint Camahan's 66-year-old widow, Jean, to
a two-year term should Ashcroft
lose. Mrs Carnahan became the
implicit challenger when she
declared herself strong enough to
accept appointment.
Some Republicans had threatened a court challenge if that happened.
Early Wednesday, as her husband pulled ahead, she addressed
hundreds of St. Louis-area supporters by phone from her home
in Rolla.
"You have stayed the course;
you have kept the faith: you have
carried- our hopes and dreams,"
she said.
"Lincoln never saw his nation
made whole again. Susan B. Anthony never cast a vote. Martin Luther
King never finished his mountaintop
journey. My husband's journey was
cut short, too. And for reasons we
don't understand, the mantle has
now fallen upon us," she said.
Ashcroft, 58, resumed his campaign eight days after the crash,
airing his own new TV ad featuring former Sen. John Danforth,
a mentor, telling Missourians,
"What's happening today to John
Ashcroft is- just not right."
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Super Savings In Every Aisle
New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

Prices Good
Nov. 8 thru
Nov. 14

<CF.)

4—
1:C F)
.),
ICE6:10-11

Z—Cr

MAWAEllirw
MF

U.S. Choice Boneless

Turkeys

Rolled Rump or
Sirloin Tip Roast

W/Tender Timer 10-20 Lb. Avg.

Extra Lean
Pork

Field 1 Lb

Bologna

Steak
Groce

Order

$ 1 °9
Lb

$239

AMICAEF
ANI

Tyson Boneless Chicken

;7 Y"3

$29!

r ,te

$219

Chef's Choice
All Varieties

24oz.

Stir Fry

Williams 1 Lb. Country

U.S.Choice

Sausage
_
Tea
79
Bags
Hot or Mild

Lipton

Van Camps
1`)

Spaghetti
Sauce

111

I Lb

as

Lb.

2/89'
Kentucky Farms

2 Liter

16 oz. 6 pk.

1 89

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt, Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Betty Crocker
Cake Mix

C
89

18 oz.

Order Your Pit Baked
Ham, BBQ Shoulder,
Smoked, Baked or
Fried Turkey, or Turkey
Dinner For Thanksgiving

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew

B.G. 15 oz. Cheerios
Apple Cinnamon, Honey Nut
or Frosted Cheerios

$319 Ketchup

21$/00
32 oz.

4/$100 Margarine

B
No
Otrthhre
oro
nril

Blue Bonnet 1 Lb. Bowl or.Stick

6 oz

Prairie Farms
1/2 gal.

99

2/$

Frosting

100

Orange Juice

64 oz. $

Best Yet Corn, Green Beans, Peas, Mixed Veg.
14.5 oz.-15 oz.

69

2/69

Mayonnaise
-lint's Diced Assorted Variety

Tomatoes

Ultra All Liquid

I

Detergent

1 2 oz.

Owen's Best
Boneless Honey

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Baked Ham
$429

Turkey Breast
$429

Cheese
$399

Owen's Best
BarbequE,

Owen's Best
Baked or B B

Brisket
$589

Beef
$289

99'

2/$500
50 oz.

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop,
32 oz.
Diet Rite
1 9 Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
28 oz $ 1
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr, Pepper
C

99

Field
American

Golden Ripe

Bananas

$ 1 00

L

P BQ

Gal.

$1I 99

12p

$289

89'

APPArezciare.ocmr

AM.AL.,

Owen's Best

Double Roll

Bleach

$ 29

Best Yet Salad Dressing or

Tropicana Seasons Best

Tissue

Clorox Regular

Betty Crocker

Whole Milk

59

Hunt's Squeeze

Chicken of the Sea

Tuna

Lb

2/$500

Boneless 51.79 Lb

A&W, Diet Rite, RC,
Diet RC, Sundrop

2% Milk
$1 99
gal

Lb

I

$499

Pork Chops Round Steak
S999 Pork & Beans 1 69

Del Monte 26.5

Vegetables

U.S. Choice Boneless

Breast Tenders Shoulder Roast
1 79
Steak

Center Cut Boneless

$

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities Ana Correct Pricing Errors

Hyae Park Grade 'A' Frozen

$ 1 49
Lb

6

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

BWAWA41IrMir

W Re

--EkiElb
C

900ce 90ad — 9froot good 90ile4

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Electoral College
elects president
WASHINGTON (AP) — A candidate need not win a majority of
popular votes to become president,
just the most electoral votes.
To win the White House, a candidate must receive 270 of the
538 votes cast by the Electoral
College. With Florida's crucial 25
electoral votes still in doubt, neither Al Gore nor George W. Bush
could claim victory well into
Wednesday morning. The popular
vote was neck and neck.
The winner of the popular vote
has lost the election three times.
in 1824, 1876 and 1888.
The Electoral College is made
up of representatives chosen by
the voters of each state and the
District of Columbia to elect the
president and vice president. When
Americans vote in a presidential
election, they are picking representatives pledged to the candidates,
not voting directly for the candidates themselves.
The representatives are usually
chosen by state committees or
party conventions. Each state has
as many votes in the Electoral
College as the total of its senators and representatives in Congress
The electors, who meet on a
day in December usually in their
state capitals, by custom or law
vote for their party's choice for
president and vice president.
In most cases, the candidate
who wins the highest number of
popular votes in a state gets all
of that state's electoral votes.
Nebraska and Maine are the only
states that are not winner-take-all.
In January, at a joint session
of Congress, the president of the
Senate — the vice president —
opens the sealed certificates and one
Democrat and one Republican from
each chamber count the votes. The
candidate getting a majority is
declared elected.
A tie in the Electoral College
would have thrown the presidential clection into the House of
Representatives, and the Senate
would have chosen the vice president.
The Electoral College emerged
at the 1787 Constitutional Convention as a solution to a squabble between one group that wanted the Congress to elect the president and another that wanted the
election based solely on a popil
lar vote.
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Beans
$ 39

88 Ct
Navel

Oranges

1 Lb Bag
Ready-To-Eat Baby

Fresh
Green

Carrots
$ 29

Cabbage

Extra Large Belt

Idaho
Baking

Peppers
00

Potatoes

1

4 $100 2 $]

29'w
21:r

Section B

'aT
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Space object not dangerous
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Scien- that year," according to the protists who announced last week that gram's Web site.
a mysterious space object had a 1Predictions of the path of the obin-500 chance of striking the Earth ject now indicate it will pass no
in 30 years have retracted their pre- closer than 2.7 million miles to
Earth — about 11 times the disdiction, saying it poses little threat.
tance from the Earth to the moon.
The object, which is either a
The object, designated 2000
small asteroid or piece of space
junk, has virtually no chance of hit- SG344, is either an asteroid about
ting the planet in 2030. However, 200 feet in diameter or a 35-footlong Apollo-era rocket booster. It
scientists at the Jet Propulsion
was discovered Sept. 29 through a
Laboratory in Pasadena said there's
a 1-in-1,000 chance it could hit telescope in Hawaii.
Before the new data was reEarth in 2071.
vealed, Yeomans had said that if
"This object is much more interesting than threatening," said Don- the object was an asteroid it could
ald Yeomans, manager of NASA's create a "fairly sizable nuclear
blast" if it struck the Earth.
Near-Earth Object Program.
The retraction and downgrading
Scientists downgraded the
was the second embarrassing asterchance of a collision in 2030 after
oid announcement in recent years.
examining additional observation
Scientists at the Minor Planets CenThe new data "effectively ru
the chance of an Earth impact in I*44% in Cambridge, Mass., generated

headlines worldwide in 1998 when
they announced that a mile-wide
asteroid had a chance of hitting
Earth in 2028. The prediction was
retracted a day later when further
calculations were made by JPL.
That incident led the International Astronomical Union to create
new guidelines for announcing
events of such magnitude. New
rules call for announcements to be
made after astronomers reach a
consensus that a risk to the planet
exists and states that an announcement be made publicly within 72
hours of such findings.
Yeomans said the new observations were released Friday shortly
after he held a news conference.
"We followed the rules to the
letter," he said. "I have no regrets.
I'd do the same thing again."

Study: Smoking may cause disorders
CHICAGO (AP) — A study
suggests teen smokers are prone to
anxiety disorders in adulthood,
adding to a growing body of research implicating cigarette use as
a cause rather than a result of emotional upheaval.
Confounding the conventional
wisdom, the study of nearly 700
adolescents found that those with
disorders such as generalized anxiety, panic attacks and agoraphobia
— fear of public places — were not
more likely to take up smoking as
adults.
On the contrary, those disorders
were more common in adults who

had smoked heavily as teens.
Teens who smoked 20 or more
cigarettes daily were more than 15
times More likely to develop panic
disorder as adults, nearly seven
times more likely to become agoraphobic and more than five times
more likely to develop generalized
anxiety disorder than teens who
smoked less or not at all.
The findings were published in
Wednesday's Journal of the American Medical Association. They follow a study in October's issue of
the journal Pediatrics suggesting
that smoking may be a cause of depression in teens.

The authors of both studies theorize that nicotine may upset the
central nervous system. Smoking's
damaging effect on the body's ability to use oxygen may also play a
role, said the authors of the anxiety
study, led by researcher Jeffrey
Johnson at Columbia University.
Johnson and colleagues interviewed 688 teens age 16 on average in 1985-86, and again in 199193, when the participants were 22
on average.
The study was funded by the
National Institute of Mental Health
and the National Institute on Drug
Abuse.

FOODS
VISA,MAs1 F kt kit, DISCOVER
FOODSTAMPS,& NICACCEPTEl)
10
ltaERVE THE

LIMIT QUAN'fllIF.s

AlLf

*ow

Prices Good
Wed, Nov 8

623 South 4th St.• Murray
270-759-1144• Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

thru

Tues., Nov. 14

LOW LOW PRICES
Pride of Illinois

Corn or Green Beans

3For100

15 oz. Can

Showboat Pork & Beans

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

4 '1.00

15 oz. Can

12 pk.12 oz. Can

For

Field Trial Dog Food

2.99

Smucker's Grape Jelly

•97

Prepriced S3.99 S2

2 Lb Jar

88'

Voyeuristic Web site ordered to move
TAMPA, Ha.(AP)— An Internet company that set up a "dorm"
with- eameras -so voyeuristic customers could follow the daily lives
of its young female residents must
move from a residential area, a
judge ruled.
At Voyeur Dorm L.C., live pictures of the residents, clothed and
unclothed, are available online to
customers for a $34 monthly fee.
Tampa officials last year said it
is an adult business and violates
zoning laws. The Web site sued to
stay open, but a federal judge on

Exhibit of
Mitchell's
work to open
ATLANTA (AP) — A new museum exhibit of Margaret
Mitchell's days as a journalist is set
to open Wednesday — what would
have been the late author's 100th
birthday.
The exhibit at the Margaret
Mitchell House & Museum in Atlanta will be a re-creation of
Mitchell's office at The Atlanta
Journal and include the actual desk
where she worked, as well as her
articles and photographs.
Mitchell, the author of "Gone
,With- the Wind," was born in Atlanta on Nov. 8, 1900. She was
killed in 1949 when she was hit by
a car while crossing Peachtree
Street.

Monday granted summary judgment to the city.
- The Web-site-was still broad=
casting early Tuesday, and City Attorney James Palermo said he expects an,appeal from Entertainment.
Network, Inc., the operators of the
_ site.

Lawyers for the company admit
it is an adult business, but say it has
ITO-impact-Ob The neighborhood
since it is never visited by paying
members of the public. In her ruling, U.S. District Judge'Susan C.
Bucklcw s,aid the city code doestLI
address that issue.

The Cold
s Coming—
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excettent Warranties

•Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase

15 oz. Can
VISA

Warehouse Tire
-

.77

I

Calloway County Homemakers

C

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

6-1/2 inch pot - $7.50 (5-7 Blooms)
8-1/2 inch pot - $15.00

Chuck Roast
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

*All money must accompany orders unless for a business or a church.
_
orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahkr by November 16th. Plants can be picked
up or delivered on November 30 at the First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall.
To place order by phone contact Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or Judy Stahler at 753-7387

Roast

59
'1.69
SI•

Boneless Beef

Lb.

Lb

U.S.D.A. Choice

Bologna
Field 1 Lb. Pkg.

S.
.89 Lb

Swiss Steak

Stew Meat
Sliced Slab

Bologna

FRESH PRODUCE
Fresh Green

Cabbage

hosted by LifeHouse
.
.

Find out why to...
jeffreY °ea"

2

•
.

"Wait on Love" :

All teens invited!

*: 7:00 p.m. Wed., November 15
.... Westside Baptist Church
contact LifeHouse at 753-0700
•

•
.

96 oz. Size

00

Sponsored By The

.

•

•

For $

Tropicana Seasons Best Orange Juice

Now thru
November 16th

:

.
•

3

For 99
°

POINSETTIA SALE!

.
•

.
•

3

15 oz. Can

400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

3rd Annual Teen i
Abstinence Rally i

•
.

49'

Bush's Pinto or Great Northeitlearit

QUALITY MEATS

Accepted

.
.
.
Singer
'atitIv3tri;
national3"3"
spealcer

4 Roll Pkg.

Bush's Blackeyed or Purple Hull Peas

.
.
:
•
.

Velvet Bathroom Tissue-

For more information

:

U.S. #1 Russet

i
..
..•

•
:

Potatoes

nry

10 Lb. Bag

iol&P

Red or Yellow Delicious

Apples
Sno White

Cauliflower

Yellow

Onions

Lb

Fresh
3 Lb. Bag 91•27

Lettuce

Head

Ocean Spray

$1.47 Cranberries

27'
87'
I•117

12 oz. Bag

IOW
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Display Ad-,
$6.75 Column Inch,64Y'( Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

7534916

tAll 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Peruxi

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $7(X) minimum (at day 10c per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper ,Toes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide, $250 extra for blind box ads

Ad Deadlines

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

et Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.

Publish
Monday

VISA

Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m

010

010

Legals

Lapis
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00246

PLAINTIFF

BA MORTGAGE, LLC,
NOTICE OF SALE
VANESSA J. MOW,AND UNKNOWN
SPOUSE, IF ANY,
OF VANESSA J. MOTT

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on October 2, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
November 13, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located at 1603 Parklane Drive, Murray,
Kentucky. in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
,lescribed as follows to wit:
Being Lot No. 7, Block 4 in Plainview Acres Subdivision, Unit I
to the Town of Murray, Kentucky, as shown by Plat Book 2, Page
3 in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County Court.
The above and foregoing property is sold subject to the restrictions as set forth in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court in Plat Book 2, Page 4, and such restrictions are
specifically referred to in this instrument and incorporated
herein as if same were written in full.
And being further described as follows:
A 0.292 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of TRINITY
ENGINEERING, INC., of Murray, Kentucky on March 5, 1996,
located on the south side of Parklane Drive (50' R/W) approximately 335 feet west of the centerline of 16th Street, and being
known as Lot 7, Block 4 of Plainview Acres Subdivision - Unit 1
(P B. 2, Pg. 3) and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar (set) 335 feet west of the centerline of
16th Street and 25 feet south of the centerline of Parklane
Drive, said rebar being the northwest corner of Lot 6 of said
subdivision and the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land; thence, South 01 deg. 24' 11" West for a distance
of 150.00 feet with the west line of Lot 6 to a #4 rebar (set) on
the north line of Lot 18 of said subdivision, said rebar being the
southeast corner of the herein described tract of land; thence
North 88 deg.- 40' 24" West for a distance of 85.00 -feet with the
north line of Lot 18 to an iron pin & cap (found), said pin being
the southeast corner of Lot 8 of said subdivision and the southwest corner of the'herein described tratt cif land; thenee'North
01 deg. 24' 11" East for a distance of 149.31 feet with east line
-0---Lot8 triartirtimpitt raplfonntIf,- Said pinlieifig thëñóftheast corner of Lot 8 of said subdivision and the northwest corner of the herein. described tract of land; thence South 89 deg.
08' 29" East for a distance of 85.00 feet with the south right-ofway of Parklane Drive to the point of beginning.

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered September 1,
2000, directed to me and issued from the Office of the Clerk of the
United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, at
Paducah, in the action of United States of America v. Angelia D.
Melvin nka Angelia Melvin Henson.et at.. Civil Action No. 5:00CV-63J, on November 27, 2000, at the hour of 2:00 p.m., at the Calloway
County Courthouse door, Murray, Kentucky, I will see to the highest
and best bidder the following real estate located at 1713 Ridgewood
Drive, Murray, Kentucky:

PUBLIC
AUCTION

Lot 12, Block F, Westwood Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book
3, Page 14 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. The above described property is subject to the restrictions as set forth in Plat Book 3, Page 15, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

Bldgs. #A51. B24,
665, B87, B90,
B105 & D4

The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the place
and time above mentioned for cash, or upon a credit of sixty (60) days
subject to the following terms and conditions of credit:
Fifteen (15%) percent of the purchase price shall be paid in
cash on the day of sale, with the purchaser to execute a bond
with approved surety payable to the United States Marshal for
the Western District of Kentucky for the balance of the purchase price, together with interest thereon at the rate of 6.241
percent per annum, said bond being due and payable in full,
together with all accrued interest, within sixty (60) days from
date of sale. The purchaser may prepay the bond at any time
prior to the expiration of sixty (60) days from the date of sale
by payment of the balance of the purchase price plus all interest accrued at the rate of6.241 percent per annum from date of
sale to the date of payment in full.
The deed will be delivered when the sale has been confirmed by the
Court, the deed has been approved by the Court, and the purchase
price and any accrued interest have been paid in full. The real estate
shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens, and encumbrances,
except for any state,county, city or school ad valorem taxes which may
be due and payable or assessed against said property at the time-of
sale. The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds of the sale of
the real property in the same manner and With the säriiëeffètaTs IlfeY
attached to the property prior to the sale.
Kelly.R. Hughes, for
E. Douglas Hamilton
United States Marshal
Western District of Kentucky
114 Gene Snyder Courthouse Bldg.
601 West Broadway
Louisville, KY 40202

Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Paul R. McNeary
and wife, Marian A. McNeary to Vanessa J. Mott, smile, dated
June 10, 1994, and of record in Book 204, Page 48, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
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Help Wanted

Notice

CASHIERS, key Cashiers,
and Pharmacy technicians.
Rite Aid, one of the nations
11-5-00.492-8533
largest retail drug chains is
now hiring for the Murray
location. We are looking for
hard working individuals to
fill both full and part time
060
positions. We offer flexible
Help Wanted
hours, competitive wages
and exceptional benefits.
ADMINISTRATIVE Apply in person at our
Secretary III- Full time_ Murray location today. M/F
Dated this 18th day of October, 2000.
benefits. Two years col- E.O.E.
00
lege, four years secretarial DAIRY Herdsman, School
Max W. Parker
Lost and Found
experience. Excellent interof Agriculture- Dairy. 12
Master Commissioner
personal. organizational month position to begin
Calloway Circuit Court
FOUND in Hazel Area
skills
required. Office
20,2000.
November
small tan dog
Professional, PageMaker Qualifications: Bachelor's
Call 492-8602
Keyboarding degree in Agriculture, Al
preferred.
020
LOST- Male Beagle puppy test required. Salary $8.12 proficient, experience in
Notice
per hour Apply at: Human milking. feeding and han3 months old Silver ID Tag
Lost in Airport Road/ Resources. Murray State dling of Dairy Cattle.
Hunters Wrather Road area Please University. 404 Sparks
lease
FOR
This
Responsibilities:
Paradise Wildlife Refuge. call 753-6358
Hall, Murray, KY 42071- position is responsible for
/The Family of Velma McClard\ 270-489-2116 leave mes3312_ Women/ Minorities the overall operation of the
Just give us a call, we'll
sage. will return call
Would like to extend our heartfelt thanks for
encouraged to apply. EEO. diary herd. Managing dairy
be glad to help,
M/F/D, AA employer.
the prayers, visits, flowers, food and other
herd and facilities, to
Your loved one we'll
sympathies shown during the loss of our
ATTENTION
include milking. feeding,
try to find.
breeding and health care
loved one. A special thanks to Dr. Robert
Cause we all have Furry Semi-retired technicians
herd
milking
Instruction and consulta- of the
or Feathered Friends,
Hughes, Dr. Jones and nursing staff of
in the areas of Feeding and health care of
tionneeded
at
Here
the
Murray Calloway County Hospital,
Electricity young stock. Maintenance
Industrial
Ledger & Times.
Miller Funeral Home and Bro. Eugene
/Electronics, Mechanical and cleanliness of equipMcWherter. Your prayers and God's love
facilities
and
/Millwright Applications, ment
Call 753-1916
will heir us endure our loss.
etc Supervise dairy student
Troubleshooting,
/
Premium wages Call (270) workers Keep adequate
\lay God bless each of you ic our prayer/
753-3919
records of all dairy aniApplication
BULKMAIL CLERK. Full- mals
November
time, benefits High school Deadline:
graduate required. one 10,2000 To Apply: Send
has a few spaces for a few new faces
year postal expehence pre- letter of application, vitae.
Certified Family Daycare
ferred Excellent communi- transcript and three current
organizational professional letters of reccation/
Skills, math ability, memory ommendation to Dr James
for detail, ability to learn/ Rudolph, Interim Director.
To all the volunteers that helped us
execute complex mail reg- School of Agriculture.
ulations Computer literacy Murray State University
County
Calloway
Murray
make the
a must Must meet time 213 South Oakley Applied
Haunted Forest such a big success
Ky
Murray.
deadlines, oversee stu- Science,
Women
and
42071-3345
this year. We want to thank you very
1st.
operate
Nov.
and
workers,
dents
class
for
Now registering
maintain mail processing minorities are encouraged
much. We could not have put it on
m. - Beginner Boys & Girls. 251-3394
equipment valid driver's to apply Equal education
without you. "You too Mitzi P." Thanks
lifting and employment opportulicense,
heavy
required Salary $7 06 per nity, M/F/D, AA employer
a lot!

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812 Whitnell

UNIT SALE

family
RESEARCHING
history and seeking information on grandfather.
Bailey Thompkins Puckett.
and great grandfather.
William Henry Puckett
Also need information on
Puckett reunions in Trigg.
Calloway or Marshall counties. Write Larry Puckett.
297 Firecracker Road.
Siocomb, Alabama, 36375

FOUND
Ciran Terrier
mixed i'sg Wal-Mart

TLC 01it-DCARE

Card of Titank

- EL?
CLASS/F1

Western Kentucky's leading Payday Advance
Co. is hiring immediately for the position of
Collections Manager/Customer Service Agent:
•
Requirements:
-Good work history
-Reliable transportation
-Collections & customer service experience

8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sale of abandoned
items in unit 7.

EXPERIENCED
Technician
For diagnostics & repair of
domestics /import cars.
Wages based on experience. Must have own hand
tools. ASE Certification
preferred. Call today 7670101
EXPERIENCES grill cook,
waitress, and dishwasher.
Apply at 901 Coldwater
Road
Brokerage
FREIGHT
Needs longhaul driver to
provide TLC for new 2001
Peterbilt that just arrived.
Experience needed. Pay
terms and operating lanes
are flexible. Call Kenny at
Beautiful
270-489-2001
truck canary and chrome!
midnights,
FULLgtME
part-time evenings. Phone
and computer experience a
must. Bring resume to
West Kentucky Answering
Service.104 N. 5th St.
Suite 208 (Walnut Plaza)
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
S600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364.

CLASSIFIED

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

hour Apply at. Human CAPTAIN DS of Murray is
Resources, Murray State now accepting applications
University. 404 Sparks for daytime positions
Hall, Murray, KY 42071- FT/PT available Excellent
3312 Women/ minorities pay & benefits Flexible
encouraged to apply EEO. hours Apply in person ritt
M/F/D, AA employer
700N 12th St

Benefits are as follows:
-Competitive wages
-Monthly bonus program
-Paid holidays and vacations
-Medical insurance

Please mail resume to:
Manager
P.O. Box 976
Mayfield, KY 42066

WeStYieW
NuorsiveUOAA

Equal opportunity rmiiloyer

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. (7-3, 3-11, 11-7 shifts )
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement
plan. Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement.
CONTACT: Cathleen Haley, RN; Clinical
Coordinator @ 762-1591
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET' MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Staff Writer Needed
Daily newspaper seeks full-time staff writer.
Strong writing skills a must.
Knowledge of AP style and layout also required.
Benefits package available.
Call Amy Wilson at

753-1916

Old Country Store

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Experience or Inexperience Training Available

437-4966

YMCA 'ramble Bears
Gymnastics

I

Help Welted

COLLECTIONS
MANAGER/CUSTOMER
SERVICE

CLASSIFIED

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Steve Lax
Roy Scott

Help Wanted

Nov. 11, 2000

I

060

060

South 641
Security
Storage - 1 mile
north of Hazel

Card of'thanks

THANK YOU

All stored items in storage unit 106 at Key Mini
Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 South,
Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and
if all charges for storage unit 106 are not paid
in full on or before Nov., 15, 2000, Key MiniWarehouses will have legal possession of all
items stored in unit 106. A sale date for said
items stored in storage unit 106 will be posted
at a later time.

TERMS OF SALE

Together with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad
valorem taxes.

Sat., Nov. II
8 a.m.

Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Michael G.
Skinner and wife, Debbie Skinner to Angelia D. Melvin, a single person, dated February 8, 1996 and of record in Book 223,
Page 121, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment in
the amount of $59,374.77, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$6,633.44, as of August 1, 2000, plus additional interest which accrued
at the daily rate of $10.9800 from August 1,2000, until September 1,
2000, and interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 6.241
percent per annum, until paid, including a subsidy amount of
$998.00 from the sale of the property in the event the property
sells for more than the above balance set out herein, plus costs,
disbursements and expenses.

NOTICE

•Cashier/Gift Shop
Benefits to include: Medical, Life & Dental Insurance,
401K, Stock Purchase,
Employee Discounts,
Paid Vacations & More.
Apply in person
650 North 12th Street In Murray.
Simply Follow U.S. 641 and State Highway 121.
crnckerharrel.com

EOE

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
060

120

Help Wasted
MURRAY 96 hour Principal
Real Estate License Night
beginning
Classes
December 4th. Class start
time. 5.30- 9:15pm MonTueWed,
Through
February 2nd. Credit cards
welcome Now enrolling
high pass ratio. Free information. Phone 270-7920778_ Fax 270-586-8083
Debris Adams School
American Career Training
since 1992 Approved by
Kentucky Real Estate
Commission
NOW taking applications
for
Wilmer
partime.
Service station attendant.
Apply at 641 Shell 516 S.
12th St
OWN a computer?
, Put it to work
$500-$7,500 mo
wwwhomeworkinternet corn
PHYSICAL Therapist, fulltime position with excellent
benefits, flexible schedule,
mail or fax resume to MCH,
Box 630, Benton, Ky.
42025,(270)527-4853.
RECEPTIONIST
Experienced medical office
receptionist needed for
physician's
office.
Competitive benefit package. Send resume to: P.O.
box 1040-p, Murray, Ky
42071
RN NEEDED
Congenial, intelligent, RN
needed for physician's
office Very competitive
benefit package Send
resume to: P.O. Box 1040P,
Murray, Ky. 42071
SAFETY Advisors
$2500/ mo.
Managers $3000/ mo.
Major company expanding. Will train.
Call Monday- Wednesday
1-800-578-8799.
WENDY'S in Murray is now
hiring daytime help and
night-time closers
Apply in person, ask to
speak to a manager
2-4PM, M-F
GRAPHIC
DESIGNER.
Full- time position with benefits. Two years college
plus two years of experience in related field
required. Additional college
may be exchanged for a
portion of the experience
requirement. Must posses
knowledge of basic design
with demonstrated computer layout skills and working
knowledge of related computer software. Salary
$8.76 per hour. Apply at:
Human Resources. Murray
University. 404
State
Sparks Hall, Murray, KY
42071-3312.
Women/
minorities encouraged to
apply. EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer.

& Childcare

$8,000
SIGNING BONUS
FREE COLLEGE
TUITION
Initially Part-time work,
possible Full-time. Up to
$19 an hour Limited
openings
Call
1-800-GO GUARD
KY National Guard

tic & Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553
CUSTOM cleaning tailored
to fit your cleaning needs
Openings
available
References Leave message 474-8340
IN home child care with references Phone 753-5108
LOOKING For Houses &
Businesses To Clean Call
767-9026
NEEDED full time babysitter for 6 month old. To start
Dec. 2nd. Prefer small in
home daycare. References
required. Juli 753-1559.
OPENING SOON!
Kids Prints Children
Learning Center
Taking enrollment for all
ages. Qualified staff available For more information.
call 759-2424 after 5PM

WILL babysit in my home
in Marshall County Age's 3
and up
Phone (270)527-7946
WILL do house cleaning
and office cleaning Do
have
references
Call
7538075
WILL sit with the elderly
anytime .Excellent references. 436-5739.
100
Business
Opportunity
ABSOLUTE GOLD MINE!
Nothing down, est.
York Mints rte w/22
locations in Murray area
EZ work. 6-8 hrs. weekly
No selling Net $52K yrly
Toll Free 800-535-4385,
24 hours
BEAUTY Salon For Sale!
In trailer, set up for business Must move $2500
436-2336 They move it!

Computers
COMPUTER
PROBLEMS?
Don't be left out just
because you have an
Apple computer Call the
Mac Doc! Hard drives,
Internet
connections
modems
software
upgrades, printing problems, whatever. I can help!
753-5778

111

HS.NW
tem& a

01 1t art
4

41AW

c-Putin

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE,
New Hardware, Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S

436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
ViSdi Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Want To Rent

SEEKING 3 or 4 br , 2 bath
in country for lease to own
or rent Call 759-4441

140

Ward to Buy
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633
CASH paid for good. useu
rifles, shotguns, & pistols
Benson Sporting Goods
519 S. 12th, Murray.

100% pure local honey. 1 &
2 LB containers. By the
bottle or case 489-2554.
40 rolls of Rye Grass hay.
Delivery Available
(270)489-2371 after 6pm

060

sweeper
air
Hp
5
Professional Model $300
Kerosene heater $75
Call 753-6040 210-2814

JUST
ARRWED
Blue Spruce
Norway Spruce
White Pine
Leyland Cypress
Dwf. Alberta Spruce
Capitata Yew
American Boxwood
Firepower Nandina
Pansies
Cabbage & Kale

STORAGE Buildings built
on sight Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price Call
437-4877
for
details November Special
8x12 $825
STRAW for sale 1 75 bale
759-4718 753-4582
FREE! Dish Network
Satellite System installed
free For more information
call or come by
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
500 N 4th St
759-0901
NEW Hot-Tub $1600
270-527-5540
Steel Building Clearance
30X30 was $6.980,
sell $3,890.
40x50 was $11,900,
sell $5,800
55x130 was $29,900
sell $14,900
Must Sell! Can deliver!
(800)392-7803

25% OFF 1

121 Appliances

All Christmas,
Gift & Garden
Items

4V1,11141110
Hoffman
'
s
Hwy.94 East
759-4512
060

WASHER/DRYER. refrigerator, electric range 7534684
160
Home Furnishings

ANTIQUE couch, spinning
wheel, 2 beds, king size
canopy bed. up right piano
328-8321
NEW
Entertainment
Center. C/D rack Gave
$500, will sell for $400
759-2495 after 5pm
QUEEN size mattress and
box springs, good condi
lion, $100 or best offer.
759-9616

Help Wanted

Ft

• HEALTH INSURANCE • IRA Investment Plan
• Paid Vacations • Meal Discounts • Fun & Friendly
Work Environment • Flexible Hours
Apply in person
Hwy.641 S.• Bel-Air Ctr.• Murray, KY

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at _
$7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person -between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F,
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

ATTENTION
Local company now
has several positions
available. No experience
necessary.
Company
training provided. All
positions are permanent
with rapid advancement
opportunities. - Must be
high school graduate and
able to start immediately.
Positions
start
at
$350.00 per week.

For interview call

641-5120.

Now hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
be able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-In.
217 S. 12th St.

JOB OPENINGS
Jakel, Inc. has full time job openings available for their day and
night shifts. Jakel, Inc. offers health
and life insurance, paid holidays
and vacations. If you are interested
in working with a company which
has never had a layoff, with benefits and can work one of the following shifts apply in person:
• Day Shift - 6:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday
(overtime usually available)
• Evening Shift - 5:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Monday-Friday
• 4 Hour Student Shift 5:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Jake!, Inc.
700 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY

CITY OF OWENSBORO,KY.
POLICE OFFICER
Starting wage $25,068 annually. In addition, after successful completion of a required training program in Richmond, Ky. (approx. 16
weeks), employee is eligible for $258.33 monthly (i.e., $3,100.00
annually) in state incentive pay. Progressive pay scale and excellent
benefit package. High school diploma/GED required, plus Associate'!.
Degree or its equivalent from an accredited college or university in
law enforcement, social sciences, communications, management, or
other job-related field, or 3 years law enforcement experience in a
full-time capacity, or equivalent combination of job-related college
hours and full-time law enforcement experience. Applicants may voluntarily participate in study sessions held at the following times to
help them prepare for the written exam:
Location:

Owensboro Community College, Academic Building

Dec. 12:
Dec. 12:
Dec. 14:
Dec. 14:
Dec. 16:

5:30 p.m. Tips to taking Timed Tests, Room 114
6:45 p.m. Math and Problem Solving, Room 114
5:30 p.m. Reading skills, Room 114
7:30 p.m. Grammar, Room 114
8 a.m. Reading Skills, Room 114
10:15 a.m. Grammar, Room 114
1:15 p.m. Math and problem solving, Room 114
3:30 p.m. Tips to taking Timed Tests, Room 114

Must meet all other requirements of job description and applicable
policy/law. Selection process will consist of an extensive
evaluation/background investigation process. Written Exam Sat., 1
p.m., Jan. 6, 2001; Oral exams Jan. 15-19. DEADLINE TO APPLY
4:30 p.m.. Dec. 15, 2000.
Apply at:

Dept. for Employment Services IDES)
The Career Center
121 E. 2nd St., Suite 10 (3rd floor)
Owensboro, Ky.
Applications also available at www.owensboro.org
or by calling toll free 1-888-616-8540 or 270-687-8540.
Please return applications to DES.
Applicants requiring accommodations due to disabilities may
contact the City Personnel Dept. prior to application deadline. Hearing impaired, call TDD/Voice (2701 687-4459
Prospective employees may be subject to, but not limited to.
post-offer, pre-employment drug screen, physical exam, psychological evaluation, physical agility.
Johline:(270)687-INFO X1550. EEO/AA. 51/FN/D

Danielle Woodward. Clerk
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

TRACTOR for sale M4700
42hp 4- wheel drive, 753
9400 435-4214

Firewood
FIREWOOD Oak & some
hickory $35/rick 759-2316
SEASONED
firewood.
Delivered 35.00 rick. 4362779.
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy 436-2778
Mobile Homes For Sale
529.900! Loaded! 1994
16x80. 3br, 2 bath, landscaped acre -tor Storabe
building. Evenings.
753-0902,
1992 Fleetwood mobile
home
$9,500.
1995
Oldsmobile
Cutlass
$2,800. 527-0514.
1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
Excellent Condition. 3br, 2
bath. AC, OW. all appliances. Smoke and pet free
environment 767-9796.
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots, large metal building.
12ft high sliding doors,
plus more. 1 mile from
lake 762-0032. 753-9961.
EXTRA
NICE
1997
FLEETVVOOD. 16x60. 2br.
2 bath with 10x12 storage
building.
Must
sell!
$15,500. Call 759-1629.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. expenence.
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Illinois. 437-3939
280

Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR partially furnished w/
W/D, porch, & storage
shed On nice 1/2 acre lot
Close to town $280/mo
435-4319 .leave message
NICE 2br. Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Mottle Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre $100/mo
6012

Ms For Rant

753

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park
An Exceptional
Community". Spaces available
at
$95 00/mo.
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up City fire
and police protection, city
transit service Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities. including cable
vision No rental homes in
park Owner- Occupied
only South 16th St at
Canterbury and Westview
753-3855
LOT for rent 492-8488
OT For Rent 753-9866

Business Rentals

Office Space

Red lelie

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

HAZEL Apartments
HALEY Professional
Now taking applications for
Appraising
1 & 2br units Rent based
270-759-4218
on income Mobility impair182 bedroom Apts
For What It's Worth"
ment accessible Phone
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
902 Northwood Dr
9-ham TDD No
Monday,
1-800-648-6056
440
Equal
Wednesday Friday.
Housing Opportunity
Phone 759-4984
Lots FM We
Equal Housing
LARGE
1br
duplex
Opportunity
Private area Very clean, (2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
1-2, 3br apts furnished, off the road parking 753- North Murray 753-1967
1/2 ACRE Corner lot with
near MSU 753-1252 or 8588
water. Nice subdivision
753-0606
121 South 759-0870
1Br and 2Br Apartments
Houses For Rent
DREAM building sites with
Available November 15th
rolling wooded hillsides
All appliances furnished
1005 Main St. 2br., den, Restricted Various size
Call 759-4867 after 9pm
fireplace. gas logs, 2 tracts available 5 minutes
1BR apt available, all appli- baths,
washer/dryer west of town You have to
ances furnished Mur-Cal hookup, carport
$350/mo see to appreciate Call
Realty. 753-4444
1 year lease, deposit avail- today for your private
1BR Apt in town, furnished, able Dec. 1st. Phone 527- showing 753-2905
students welcome $180/ 3664 after 6PM.
LAND for Sale 2 5 acres,
month
$180/ deposit
2-3BR., nice carpet, refrig- in county subdivision,
Available immediately
erator, stove, washer, and underground utilities 753759-1519
dryer Fenced back yard. 8249 $14,000
1BR Apt., 3 miles East of no pets. $495/mo. +
LOTS for sale Starting at
Murray.
Very
energy deposit, lease. 753-7920.
$11,000 Price includes
Efficiency. no pets. Will 2BR., partially furnished,
water, septic & driveway.
give some rent concentra- $245/mo, water
included
Also land home packages
tion for minor repair up to 395-5285 or 210-8870
270-437-4838
one month. $275 a month.
4 rental houses in Murray
Call 753-8848 before 9pm.
Close to campus 2 duplex1BR apt. clean and nice es and one triplex.
1
with appl. including W/D. zoned. commercial.
753No pets! Call 270-753- 2479
9841 or 436-5496
HAZEL, 3br. 2 bath 43 acres, house built 1996.
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood Appliances, C/H/A,
wid Calloway County $75,000
C/H/A, new carpet $375 hook up Deposit,
lease, 436-5034 evenings
Coleman RE 759-4118
references 492-8526
2BR Near MSU $325,
water furnished Coleman
360
RE 759-4118
Storage Rentals
Storage Rentals
2BR, All utilities paid_
Close to MSU. Deposit &
NORTHWOOD
storage
lease. No pets. $390.
Neon Beach presently
has units avail759-4826.
Mini-Storage able 753-2905 or 7532BR, Near MSU. New car7536
pet, paint & wallpaper
All Size Units
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br
Available
$300. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR. apt. clean and nice
CREEKVIEW STORAGEwith appl. including W/D
$20-$40 On Center Drive
No pets! Call 270-753Behind Tom's Grille
9841 or 436-5496.
759-4081
119 Main • 753-6266
2BR. duplex, appliances,
$350 + deposit. 435-4125.
2BR. townhouse. Duiguid
Dr. $325/mo. Coleman RE
759-4118.

753-3853

Farm Equipment

HARDEE'S

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

For Rant

For Sale

1%1F4Arr C1L3rrr11E
Come be a part of the Sirloin Stockade family

Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time cooks,
cashiers, biscuits, and
maintenance. Please apply
641 & Chestnut St.
Murray. EOE.
LOOKING For:
New Licensed Real Estate
trainees or prepared to get
license for new office opening in Murray No experience necessary. Call
436-5122.

Adidas

&Ida
For Sale

Help Wanted

is looking for it

150

150

150
Artlolet
For Sale
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EASTSIDE

STORAGE

COMMERCIAL
WAREHOUSE STORAGE

4br.. Townhouse .
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
DUPLEX On Single Lot.
Near Murray Elementary &
University. 2br, appliances
including dishwasher & w/d
hook up. $325/ month.
753-8096 or 753-2633.

Located in Murray
30,000 Sq. Ft.

A clean heated and air condition building, with
sprinklers/fire protection. High ceiling (14 ft.)
All open area, 2 loading docks, security alarms. Great location on main highway.

Call 270-415-9282

FORREST
View
Ask for Simon
Apartments - 1213 N. 16th
-St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month.
& Supplies
Acreage
Office Hours. 10- 2, M-F.
Call 753-1970. Equal
2 foot long Iguana w/ 6 ACREAGE Hunting land
Housing Opportunity.
cage $100 00 436-2211
Lots, eight of them surveyed from 4.8 to 26 5
LARGE 2br, 2 bath
AKC 3 Roftweiler
acres total 115 acres Sell
1 1i2blocks MSU. C/H/A.
Good natural shots
any or all Terms. 753$395 per month plus
Call 436-6367
9302.
deposit. No pets, referDOG Obedience
ences required.
Master Trainer
753-3949, Day.
Homes For Sale
436-2858
759-3050 after 6p.m
LOVING AKC Bichon Frige
1991, 3br. 2 bath brick
NOW accepting applica- puppies Male & female
tions: 1br. suite W/D, Also one 7 months old ranch. On 1 acre corner lot
refrige, stove, dishwasher, female, and 20 month in Candlelight Estates
Priced to sell at $92,000.
wood deck. No pets, 1yr. male 759-8147
Call 753-3372 for an
lease, $350 deposit,
PEGGY'S Dog Grooming
appointment
$335/mo. Call 435-4040 or
Making holiday appoint559-3333.
3 bedroom. 3 baths. 2 car
ments now! 753-2915
RED OAKS APTS.
garage, 1 8 acres Lynn
REGISTERED
Golden
Special
Grove
Retriever puppies $225.00
'$100 Deposit
753-9400 435-4214
247-4048
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
(7 Family)
2BR From $325
Call Today!
94 East to Ragsdale Road
753-8668.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
University Heights Apts
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Each Day
1 & 2br rental assisted
Fishing, camping supplies, lamps, paints.
apts These apts. are for
Christmas decorations, Tupperware, books. Sears
families, disabled, handihumidifier, baskets, Elvis Presley records, tools,
capped, senior citizens, computer printer. Sony 8 mm camcorder, winter
wheel chair accessible. coats, shoes, Avon plates, Pretty Punch supplies,
759-2282 Mbn, Wed &
hew Barbie Dolls, lots of toys, clothing (all sizes),
Thurs 9-5 1734 Campbell
lots of knick knacks
Street Hearing impaired
Extra Nice Clean Sale. Watch for signs
only:
1-800-648-6056.
Rain or Shine
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

GARAGE SALE

VACANT nicely decorated
1br apt
Also nice large apt 2br,
$450 00 rent, $450 00
deposit No pets Call 7535292
WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2,br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
E HO

HUGE YARD SALE
(3 Party)
Nov. 10th, 11th. 12th
68 Chestnut Ridge Rd. Hwy. 79 So. to
Paris Landing 119 to Shamrock Resort
sign "Cypress Road" 3 mi. look for signs.
One is estate sale 'wife deceased." Lots of
collectibles & antiques. doll collection, plate
collection, movies, cassettes, over 300 CD's
mostly "Country Classics". Many, many
household & kitchen items

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT
900+ square feet of office space
excellent location in
downtown Murray
ready for immediate occupancy

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

Best suited for low traffic professional office

753-9621

CALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M.• 5:00 P.M.

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
2 days Is

Deadallie WO

advance!
ADJIIfTM KNITS
Advert/Nora are requested
to cam* the Drat OseerUos
of their ads for say error.
Murray Ledger & Those
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4BRS 2 bath brick home 1976 Chevy Blazer
350
Fenced lot, near MSU engine camo paint, 2" lift,
Upper 90's 270-759-0130 new tires, winch, & more
OUTSTANDING Home in $2400 OBO 489-2277
Canterbury
Estates after 5PM
Immediate
possession
1986 CHEVY Blazer 2dr, 24br, 21 2 baths 1520 4w/c1 with auto & air 2 8L vCanterbury
6 runs good $1699 Call
436-5922
436-2910
PRICE REDUCED!
1995
JEEP
Grand
1997, 3br. 2 bath Ranch Cherokee Laredo Loaded,
w/large deck, 2 car garage 59.500 obo 753-6885
Open floor plan Priced to 1996
Jeep
Grand
sell! 759-9874
Cherokee $10,500 Call
309-837-1334
767-0111
2 Story 6 Br, 3 5 baths in
WHITE Ford Explorer, 2 Dr
Coles Campground Rd
sport, 4 Wd, Am/ Frrv Tape
2 5 car garage 4000 sq
AC PW PDL, cruise,
ft Listed on
100,000 miles, excellent
www owners com
condition $10,500 Phone
eJWG2432
753-1692
for more details
$195000 OBO
753-0280
38R house on 1 1/2 acre.
Used Can
5 minutes from town 10
minutes
from
lake
Outbuildings.
mature 1987 DODGE Lancer
shade, C/H/A, new beige $550 492-8485 767-3674
burber carpet. appliances. ask for Dawn
558,500 270-436-5695 or 1987 Nissan Stanza GXE
753-4487 Good rental 4-cyl. auto, w/O.D. brakes,
locks, windows, mirrors,
investment
cold air, tilt-wheel AM/FM
cassette Good Michelin
tires. Runs & drives good
$1500.00 Call 753-0988
2000 883 Sportster 3,000 1995
DARK Green Ford
miles Call 753-7478
Escort 4 door, AC., AM/
98 Banshee Excellent FM cassette. 96,xxx miles.
condition 753-6773 after Mint condition. $3900 Call
5PM
753-1692

CLASSI/EAC?

1997 Oldsmobile intrigue
SL. good condition Must
sell. 753-8908
2 Pontiacs, a
1985
Pansienne $1.950 and a
1994
sunbird
LE-V6
$4,000 Call 759-3571
2000 BMW 232-1 12K, like
new $28,600 or $3500
down, take over lease
$374/mo Call 753-7673
after 6PM
2000
Chevy
Impala
Excellent condition Red,
19,xxx miles, all power
including C/D player &
power seats (days) 7537902
(nights) 489-2671
2001 Mitsubishi Eclipse
GT, 6 cylinders, 24 value,
2dr, loaded, 3,910 miles
Call Allan Beane, 7536971(H) or 762-3254(W)
84 Mercedes 300. 5sp,
garage kept, 2nd owner,
fully loaded, mint condition.
$6.700, 080. (270)7670062
'87 Lt 500 Fresh rebuilt
engine $1200.00 080
489-2119, 753-0044, 4928892
'92 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
76,xxx $7250 Phone 435
4125
'95 Dodge Intrepid. All
power. $7000.00. 7533557
CADILLAC DeSeville (1) at
Brandon Auto World Red.
near mint condition. 1987
140,000 miles, 1 owner, all
power. $3800 00 OBO
Call 753-9786

Global Mortgage Link
[
12111

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
_down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

I I

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

NEW HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of living space 8 C/H/A, quiet
country setting • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage •
master bedroom suite•large great room •fabulous kitchen with island cooking station • formal dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths
•oak cabinets. Price reduced $159,900.

527-5460 or 354-8966

Vans

1993 Chevy Lumina APV.
165,xxx miles. Clean &
dependable. $1200 under
assessed value. $3500.00
firm. 436-5808.
1996 Ford Windstar LX
van. Very clean, great condition, rear air, keyless
entry, $13,000 OBO 7595635 leave message.
1999 Ford Windstar van.
4dr., hunter green, dual air,
luggage
rack. 20,300
miles. $17,400.0 Must sell!
247-5265.

1994 S-10 Blazer 4DR,
4WD, loaded, good miles,
new tires Call 759-1274

95 GMC Sierra truck, light
body damage
51,xxx
miles $7,000 (270)7594462
NEED a reliable vehicle'?
Buy mine' It's a 1994
Mazda 4-cylinder extended
cab pick-up in great condition Must sell due to growing family $3900 00 Call
753-4870 after 5 00
Boats & Motors
15' Fiberglass Fishing
Boat. 50 hp Mercury with
power trim. Depth finder
and
trolling
motor.
Excellent condition garage
kept. $2000. 759-1094 or
753-9544 after 5p m.

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 10:00 A.M.

[
113111trvices Offered

Services Offered

AFFORDABLE Hauling, CARPORTS for cars and GRAVEL & top soil for sale
tree work, cleaning out trucks Special 'sizes for We also build driveway &
sheds, gutters, etc
motor home, boats, RVs roads
and etc. Excellent protec436-2867
270-437-4838
Carpentry, tion, high quality, excellent
ALL
GUTTERS.
Electrical. Home building, value Roy Hill 436-2113.
Seamless Aluminum
additions,
remodeling
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
Gutters. Variety of colors
Rotten floors, sagging Sweep Chimney Cleaning
Free estimates.
roofs. Home & Mobile 10% SR Discount We sell
West Ky Seamless
chimney caps and screens
repair,
vinyl
siding
Gutters. 753-0278.
References. Call Larry Tracy Manning 435-4006
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
Nimmo.
COTTAGE Grove Tn Deer wanted No lob too small
753-9372, 753-0353
processing 901-782-3453 Give us a call Yes we
$42 00 processing fee
clean gutters
ANTENNAS
Including
D&D ROOFING
Phone 436-5759
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and acces- Call us for all of your roofLEAVES, LEAVES,
ing needs 436-2613
sories
LEAVES!
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Dish Network & Direct TV
LEAF your leaves to us
Satellite Systems, Sales, Siding Quality Work Free
Leaf removal or mulching
Estimates Over 25 Years
Service and Installation
Call David at Beechy
Experience
Gerald Creek Grounds Maintence
Beasley's Antenna
Walters 753-2592
436-5085
Satellite,
559-5943 cell
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
ELECTRICAL
502-759-0901.
New construction,
LEE'S
remodeling, or lust replacCARPET
Asphalt Seal Coating
ing a switch
CLEANING
Travis Asphalt
Licensed & Insured
Carpets, upholstery &
Sealing
753-0834
Emergency
Water
•Driveways
Removal Serving Murray
*Parking lots
Since
1970
Free
FENCING
*Striping
Estimates
Satisfaction
Midway Fence Company
FREE ESTIMATES
Chain link, custom wood Guaranteed
753-2279
753-5827
privacy fences, installation
BACKHOE SERVICE
and repairs at reasonable
MOVING
ROY HILL. Septic system,
prices. Insured.
Lamb Brothers
drive-ways, hauling, founDickie Farley. 759-1519,
Cross Country Or Local
dations, etc. 436-2113.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Licensed & Insured Call
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Trimming, removal, stump
Luke Lamb At
All work guaranteed. Free
grinding, firewood. Insured
1-877-902-5262 or
estimates. Call 753-1308
489-2839.
270-753-2555

Services Offered

Free Column

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching. aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

FREE to good home
emale black Lab mix
Approx 1yr old Has been
spayed
Puppy mixed breed 3-4
months old 753-3213 or
759-9374

TO good home, spayed
female Siberian Husky
NATURAL CREEK
Very sweet 436-5572
Lawn Service
Mulching, landscape mowing, trimming, and general
cleanup Call 753-9731
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

TRIPP'S
Backhoe Service
Septic
System's,
Foundation's, Driveway's,
Hauling, Land Clearing.
436-2778

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

iwymomm

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

NEED A CAR?
Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF

6

CHIC
ADVISES IN ALL
PROBLEM5 OF LIFE

FREE!

3
AMO

Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-953-2050

753-1916
READ1NOS
11.1i
(

Business On A Budget?

TELLS PAST,
PRESENT ANO FUTURE

2x2 consistency in classifieds
every day for a
month - incUShopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

44 144tot
A Reputable Reader In Murray for 10 Years.

New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray, on 94 East

767-0508

HOME IMPROVEMENT
FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

'84 Suburban. Good work
truck. $100000 753-6773
after 5PM.
89' Chevy 4x4 ?SOB,
4sp_
_
-350,
- red $4,200 Ask for
Rick 753-0602

Ottored

TREE
SERVICES

Al

--c?r--Lamb Brothers
Aff,V)
' Tree Service
270-436-2269
I 1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

Clayton Town Road - Just East of Puryear, TN
Henry County,TN
Near Mt. Pleasant Church in Clayton Town Community near Buchanan
Formerly known as The Popcorn Ellis Farm

24 Hr Service

..-..

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

David's
Services

Metal Roofing
houses,

for
barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

We Specialize in Cleaning .'
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

Tree 7'rimming
Cleanup Servv.i

Hedge Thmming Full Line of
Equiprlrn.,
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

267 ACRES
29 tracts to choose from

CARPET II
FLOORING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

In 5 to 10 acre mini farms and residential properties

A

Some of the property is in CRP program giving you income.
Doublewides are allowed.
Owner Financing - Seller will furnish financing up to 5 years at 10% down.

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

25 approved residential Building Lots in
Schoffner Hills Estate
Owner Financing up to 5 years
In view of Kentucky Lake. Property joins T.W.R.A.
Land Bordering Kentucky Lake
In the heart of Resort & Recreational area of Paris Landing. Close to
Land Between the Lakes. 5 miles to Paris Landing. 3 miles to Buchanan
Resort & 1 mile from the new 18 Hole Golf Course.
CITY WATER. ELECTRICITY. GAS, CABLE
& TELEPHONE
Just completed chip & sealed county road
1 ots I, 2, 7. 9. 10. I I. 12, 13, 14, 16. 18, 19, 20, 21 & 22
Also included in this sale 7.5 acres and 9.66 acres could be subdivided
with all health department — soil tests already completed with final
approval of Planning Commission.
Directions: From Hwy. 79 between Paris & Paris Landing State Park:
Take Antioch Road East two miles to Port Rd.; turn toward The Lakes:
Go I mile to Lake Hill Beach Estates Road to corner of property.
OWNER FINANCING ON ALL PROPERTY
10% DOWN FOR 5 YEARS
FREE TV DRAWING
Announcements Made At Auction Take Precedence Over All Other Advertisement,

TN 36
ftssoPten ISM see

DE
WCT9010•ROM. WATS
issC.
c
TA

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
2850 AUSTIN PEAY HIGHWAY • SUITE 100
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38128 •(901) 382-5731
1-800/592-2288'e-mail deltaauction@mindspring.com
www.delta-auction.net

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers.

CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experience'
Visit

Our Showroom Today

P/us...all other home improvements

Torn
Tayks
Zr4
-310CAR ORE
0VERI43 Rd.
ET&FL
tIg—
HIV), 64' - 11 miles south ot
Knight's
Murray lo Torn Taylor Rd.

Mu'
I

JOE SMITH CARPET

Free Estimates

MZLTil

Also selling at Auction at the above location:

David's Home Improvement

MI41=IM

Excellent Community - Good Roads

Phone (270)759-4734

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

901-247-5422

13d8v0 •4300NkafvH •lANIA • 3111 diM1100 • 3111 3IVIVEI33

JR.

David Gallimore, Owner

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price9
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
CZ Fax (270) 753-1927 VISA

Haze

K

A
(77:1771r7377
;;Te7
""

=Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

Right 150D yards.

SERVICES OFFERED

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?

753-7728

JR.

HOME
SECURITY

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS
* Free Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

S29.99 Monthly Services/Monitoring Fee
Service and Monitoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS
408 North 12th St.• 753-0530

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4-0ar1?44/ Sialidara' e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
a
We Service All Brands

certified 71'A Heat Primp Contractor License #M021V

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To
Get More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
up or stands and gravity immediately
forces blood out of the brain and
DEAR DR. GOT'T: For the past two toward the feet, the blood pressure
weeks, my urine has been darkening. receptors are instantly stimulated to
It is now orange. I asked my doctor if raise the pressure, thereby driving
this is related to my back pain. He blood into the brain against gravity.
He or she experiences no symptoms.
said no. I am 83. What is your opinion?
As we age, on the other hand, this
DEAR READER: I think that your
tends to become sluggish. This
reflex
dismissing
by
toe
his
doctor stubbed
is the reason why older adults often
your complaints so lightly.
Ordinarily, urine is yellow because feel dizzy and faint for a few seconds
it contains a pigment called when they suddenly sit or stand. Such
urochrome. When the urine is dilute, people quickly learn to move more
it has a yellow tinge. When the urine slowly when changing position, in
is concentrated, the color darkens to order to compensate for this sluggish
amber. Thus, the consumption of flu- reflex.
Many blood pressure medications
ids affects the color of urine.
Along with urochrome, other pig- accentuate this delay in compensation
ments can be excreted by the kidneys. and can often lead to momentary
For example, when the flow of bile fainting, stumbling or falling. Even
(from the liver or gallbladder to the without her medication, your mother
intestine) is interrupted, bile pig- would probably suffer from what docments build up in the bloodstream tors call "orthostatic hypotension."
and, along with causing jaundice (a Unfortunately, her medicine may
yellow tint to the skin and eyes), are make matters worse.
I recommend that you bring her
excreted in the urine, making the
urine darken appreciably. Initially, it symptom to her physician's attention.
may be orange; this can progress to a In my view, a reduction in dosage or
brownish tinge as more bile pigments change to another drug would be
are filtered by the kidneys from the appropriate. If the situation is not
resolved, I fear that she is at risk for a
blood.
Consequently, orange urine is often preventable, future injury. The doctor
the first sign of bile-blockage. This can advise her and monitor her
should have alerted your physician to progress.
check your liver and gallbladder with
blood tests and ultrasound.
DR. GOTT
Furthermore, the presence of back
pain is consistent with gallstones.
Although such discomfort is ordinarily
PETER
confined to the upper right abdomen,
GOTT, M.D.
gallstone pain can occasionally cause
backache.
In summary, I'm concerned that
your symptoms could possibly reflect
a problem in your liver or gallbladder.
Your doctor should address this issue
aggressively with testing. If he won't,
seek the services of another physician
who will take your symptoms more
seriously. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Gallbladder Disease."
Dial us up anytime between
Other readers who would like a copy
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
should send $2 plus a long, selfMonday - Friday
addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
General Information &
DEAR DR. GOTT: My mother is 85
Comments
and under treatment for high blood
Classified Advertising
pressure. Every time she sits or
stands suddenly, she feels very faint
Business Advertising Info
and lightheaded. What causes this?
DEAR READER: Gravity, advanced
Ledger.-Times
age and over-medication.
When a normal young person sits

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

BOW TO REACH US...
BY PHONE

ES I_(C)f•J C1I1E.

frustration over two ludicrous and
painful incidents that have occurred
since my 21-year-old son, "John,"
passed away from cancer in 1994.
The oncology doctor who treated
John and signed his death certificate moved to a new office in 1996.
His staff then sent a "new address"
notice — addressed to our son.
I can top that. This week, we
received a "relocation" notice from
the mortuary that handled John's
funeral. This, too, was addressed to
John!
I can handle the music and video
club mailings addressed to my son,
even though I've written them
numerous times informing them of
John's death, but I never felt I needed to ask an oncology doctor or mortuary to remove my son's name
from their list.
Don't mailing lists ever get
updated or destroyed?
JOHN'S MOTHER
IN ALBUQUERQUE
DEAR MOM: You have my
sympathy for your painful
predicament. Although we
know that no one lives forever
— immortality may indeed exist
on hard-drives and computer
discs.
Although mailing lists should
be updated yearly, it's a task
that often gets put on the back
burner because of work overload. If you receive any more of
these mailings,just toss them.
X**

DEAR ABBY: What's the deal

with women today? Why are we so
neurotic and insecure when it
comes to men?
I am a woman who happens to
have many male friends. When one
of them gets a girlfriend, she will
watch me like a hawk and become
angry if I say or do the "wrong"
thing around him.
When one of my female friends
gets a boyfriend, she'll drop "subtle" hints to me to stay away from
her man and focus on my own relationships.
Abby, I am in no way a slut or a
man-stealer, nor do I act, dress or
give the impression that I am. None
of the men I know perceives me this
way, either. So I return to my original question: What's the deal with
women today?
STAMP OUT PARANOIA,
PALMDALE,CALIF.

DEAR STAMP OUT: Jealousy
and insecurity are one-size-fitsall clothes — and they are worn
by both men and womeh. They
are flattering on neither, but
they've been around since we
were cave dwellers. And I
agree, their place is on the rag
pile.
***

DEAR ABBY: I am expecting my
first child in a few months. A close
friend is throwing a baby shower,
which I am not supposed to know
about.
I moved to the East Coast about
10 years ago, but I am originally
from the Midwest. Many family
members and friends still live there.
Would it be tacky to send them a
baby shower invitation, or should I
just send out a birth announcement? Or can I do both? I am not
sure of the proper etiquette.
I still keep in touch with everyone and don't expect them to travel
east for the shower. On the other
hand, I know some of them would
like to be informed of events surrounding the baby's arrival. My
mother told me many of my relatives want to send gifts. Please help.
FIRST-TIME MOM
DEAR FIRST-TIME MOM:
Forgo sending shower invitations to anyone who is not
expected to attend. It would
appear to be a blatant bid for
gifts. Since you're still in touch
with everyone, the news is out
about your pregnancy. Send a
birth announcement after your
baby arrives. And by the way —
congratulations!
***

Mrs. Stanley Letterman and
Mrs. Maurice Crouse presented a
tucky 94 in Calloway County near program on "Prayer" at a meeting
Gudren Road and Stamps Lane, of the Women's Society of Chriswill be closed to all traffic begin- tian Service of Coles Camp Ground
ning today for an extended period United Methodist Church held at
of time. This is because of replace- the home of Mrs. Crouse.
Forty years ago
ment of two bridges over Jonathan
Dedication of a memorial to the
Creek. Traffic will be rerouted over
Kentucky 732, Turner Road and founder and former president of
Murray State College, Dr. Rainey
Newburg Road.
James Craig Dowdy M.D. has T. Wells, will be Nov. 12 at 11 a.m.
become certified in general surgery in the MSC Student Union buildby the American Board of Surgery. ing, according to M.O. Wrather,
He joined C.C. Lowry M.D., form- secretary of the MSC Alumni Asing West Kentucky Surgical Asso- sociation. Dr. Forrest C. Pogue will
ciates in July 1989 with offices in be the main speaker.
Murray City Council has voted
the Medical Arts building, Murray.
to widen Olive Street between
Twenty years ago
Larry Dunn, art teacher at Callo- Sixth and Seventh Streets.
O.B. Boone and Robert Etherway County High School, has been
named "Civitan of the Year" by the ton, both of Murray, were elected
as officers and Arlie Scott of MurMurray Civitan Club.
ray
as a director of the newly
Dedication of the new arts annex
of Calloway County Public Library formed Kentucky Lake Angus As(also known as the Higgins house) sociation at a meeting at Paducah.
Fifty years ago
will be Nov. 10 at 7 p.m., accordIn the General Election yestering to Dr. James Byrn, president of
Friends of the Library board of di- day the $75,000 school bond issue
for completing the new Murray
rectors.
Births reported include a girl to High School building and the heating plant for Douglass High School
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Hart, Oct. 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Paschall passed; Earle C. Clements was
will be married for 50 years Nov. elected senator: Lawrence Wetherby was elected governor of KenIS.
tucky; John Grogan and Leland
Thirty years ago
Sgt. Kenny R. Hale is serving in Strader were elected to Calloway
the bakery division of the United County Board of Education: Luther
Robertson, Dr. A.D. Butterworth
States Army in Korea.
Norm Chancey, Bill Egnor and and J.W. Outland were elected to
Halton Garner had high individual Murray Independent Board of Eduseries (SC) in the Kentucky Lake cation.
Births reported include a boy to
Men's Bowling League last week
Mr. and Mrs. James Burkeen, Nov.
at Corvette Lanes.
4.

Ten years ago
The Murray-Cadiz Road, Ken-

[TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

the jack and mulled over the situation. The easiest way to gain a
ninth trick would be to lead a heart
from dummy toward his hand. But
this was not feasible under the
circumstances, since East would
rise with the ace and return a
spade through the K-5 to sink the
EAST
WEST
contract.
107
•A Q 9 3 2
V—
Declarer therefore decided to
WAQJ1096
•8 2
•7 6 5 4
try to score his ninth trick with
4J 8 3
dummy's ten of clubs. Before
+9542
broaching that suit, though, he
SOUTH
first cashed four diamond tricks,
KJ5
V K 74 3
discarding a heart from dummy as
1%111 1CS
• Q 1093
East discarded two hearts.
+A7
The play of the diamonds reWest
North East
South vealed that West had started with
1+
2V
-four of them, marking him with
a-NT
Pass
WIT14 WE SERVICE WE PROVIDE,
four clubs as well (and East with
Opening lead — three of spades.
YOU'D BETTER STAY HEALTI-IY
three). The odds thus became 4-toAND HEARTY!
Occasionally, a player should 3 that West held the jack of clubs,
PRIORITY
PRIORITY
refuse to make a play favored by so a finesse ofthe ten on the second
LIFE-LIFE-YOUR .
the percentages because he has a round of the suit seemed in order.
YOUR
HONE:ST
HONEST
sure thing if he goes against the As can be seen,this would not have
HMO
HMO
met with great success.
odds.
However,South realized that if
This seeming paradox arose
in today's deal where South ar- he simply cashed the A-K-Q ofclubs
rived in three notrump after a pre- instead offinessing, he had a sure
emptive heart overcall by East. thing regardless of who had the
West led the three of spades, and club jack. Accordingly, he took the
two things were immediately ap- three top clubs, dropped East'sjack
parent: First, it was clear that and so made the contract.
And what if West had held the
West had no hearts. Second, West
was almost surely leading from a jack? In that case, declarer next
ALSO SHES
WHAT DOES VIVIAN HAVE
five-card spade suit(he could have would have played the ten of clubs
HAD HER
THAT THE REST OF THE FE- FiNALL`i
only one card lower than the three, from dummy. West would win with
RABIES SHOT. assuming he was leading fourth- thejack but then would be forced to
MALE POPULATION LACKS, comm CITED
I FEEL
MD CT'S
AS IF I DON'T KNOW
lead aspade,presenting South with
best).
TO A
SAFER WITH
After digesting this informa- the king of spades as his gameHER
DOG??
PAYJ5
tion, declarer won East's ten with going trick.
(AND
AND A TAIL.
Tomorrow: Winning technique.

270-753-1916

IC .4ek 1 L

DEAR ABBY: I need to vent:my

West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+864
V 85 2
•A KJ
4K Q 106

r

CAT
s
'
I HAVEN'T KNOWN
VIVIAN THAT LONG, CATVN,
BUT SHE'S COMPLETELY
CHANGED M4 LIFE!

40U ARE SUCH A fAID-LIFE
(-LICA IRY(NG!
LOSE HAIR...
FALL Of.E SCOOTER...
FIND A YOUNG BABE...

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Coup d'
5 Winnow
9 Sault —
Mane

FCo Ft 13

1TR co r W

H.DuNCAN I &uess
WHAT- I GTARMD
GuITAR LESSONS
ALREADy

FIRST, you HAFTA
LEARN ALL THE
NAMES OF THE
EIRiN&E, How To
PUT -THEM ON, AN'
How TO TUNE IT

FtSE
THEN you GOTTA
KNow TH NAMES
OF THE MUSIC
LINES AN' THE
SPACES BETWEEN
THEM

THEN, iGo-TTA DO
FINEER EXERciSES

GARFIELD
THE Toes ON MY RIGHT
FOOT ARE HAIRIER THAN
THE TOES ON MY LEFT FOOT(

DuNNo- I'm sTILL.
NOT VERy &ooD AT
TAKING IT OUT
OF 'THE CASE.'

12 Abnormal
sound
13 Take
testimony
from
14 Gear tooth
15 — pig
17 To be
properly
classified
19 Turkish
money
21 Musical
compositions
22 Richard
Kim8le, for
one
26 Pronoun
27 — acids
28 — — pinch
30 Masculine
title
33 Rubidium
symbol
34 Allude
37 Woman's
12

3

4

nickname
38 Lowe of The
West Wing"
40 Brown shade
41 Footwear
43 O'Brien ID
45 Board game
47 Funnyman
Milton —
50 Alga
51 Makes mad
53 Begins
57 Frozen water
58 Farm
measure
60 Mr. Calhoun
61 Follows nine
62 Drinks small
quantities
63 Twelve
months

C3101
OR
FJI.

.1R$
A LlOtE

(Latin abbr )
7 Detergent
name
8 Three (çp.(
9 Tea biscjit5
10 Chinese
secret society
11 — Benedict
16 Not dine at

CrOSS

3 Boxing great
4 The game of
bowling
5 A Lewis
6 That is
116

7

ill

9

11

10

_L

17
ill

ill

PotAsTec
courkE-KNi- •
THAT'S "DO
VE 'AMA

i-104) ASAP DENIM? Cu. MT AW
LITTLE MENG'NOM COIAPMAKE
ME A NFAT 5.CATiNG ORES OUT
OF OENIM!*4E5 A 6REAT4EA.IER!

ill

di di al
dUdUUUd ill
Id
imill aill
a
didiII it
id didld
a
id
Mill

r
1

allOIM

m
his.
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1 Work unit
2 Type of

ill

38

9

Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.

DOWN

15

PEANUTS

Colin Powell embraced the Republican Party, but said he would not
run for president or any other political office in 1996 because it was
"a calling that I do not yet hear."
One year ago: Israeli and Palestinian negotiators launched landmark talks, giving themselves an
ambitious 100-day deadline to craft
the broad outlines of a peace agreement. Former President Bush was
honored in Germany for his role in
the fall of the Berlin Wall 10 years
earlier. President Clinton participated in a -virtual town hall meeting- on the Internet. answering
questions from pre-screened online
users.

E I B Lgla
MEM0
R MOB
'ROM DUI
UM Mu 0

14

33

By The Associated Press

Today is Wednesday. Nov. 8,
the 313th day of 2000. There are 53
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 8, 1960, Massachusetts
Sen. John F. Kennedy defeated
Vice President Richard M. Nixon
for the presidency.
On this date:
In 1837, Mount Holyoke Seminary, a college exclusively for
women, opened in South Hadley,
Mass.
In 1923, Adolf Hitler launched
his first attempt at seizing power
with a failed coup in Munich. Germany;the--13eer--Hall Putsch."
Ten years ago: President Bush
ordered a new round of troop deployments in the Persian Gulf, addto 15f1,1)00 soldiers, to.the
multinational force facing off
against Iraq.
Five years ago: Retired Gen.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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cr

home
(2 wds )
18 Base
20 French city
22 He was
Klinger
23 The boss of
a shield
24 Amer soldier
25 Compass pt
29 Categonze
31 Alphabet
sequence
32 Blooming
35 School of
whales
36 Garden
39 TV's Murphy
Brown
42 Cobalt
symbol
44 Cornda cry
46 Smelling
organs
47 Fulcrum
48 Suffix
49 Time periods
52 — -Ii
54 Caviar
55 — la la
56 Damascus
locale, for
short
59 Baseball
player, for
short

Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00
NIoney Order
%VC

Check
Visa

Name
Street Address
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State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon %ith
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P.O. Box 1040
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t it Snow.

Deck
your
i
halls
-and enjoy ese pre-season

...whimsical snowman
ainst a brilliant blue
scene makes any
holiday meal
a joyous
affair...

savings fro

Poinsettia Stems

rvice for 4

1 ea: dinner plate
olad bowl
ssert plate
mug

...life-like $ 199
blooms in
white, cream,
burgundy
and red."..
assorted gold and
glitter trimmed
textures...

innerware Set..

95

Reg.$49.95

Horn 'o plenty...
Cornucopia filled with
autumn's bounty...

Refresh your home for
the holiday visitors....

Timeless Creations
from our Custom
Design Center
bring you—

rich

Ficus Tree
...a Magnolia
Greenery
holida
Book with Magnolia
Ivy & Bushes
& Ribbon $

Candlelight reflections
bring elegance
••• to our table

Lush5mr gy r

1

16 piece Dinnerware Set

Y95

Service for four....1 ea: dinner
plate, s41g1 bowl, dessert plate, and
mug. Visit our tabletop department
ancichoose a number of accessories
to accompany this set...this desigp
sold exclusively at TreesnTrend0

Add color
to a room with
assorted Vine
& Garland

A97
.

f. t;°

% off

Reg. $59.95

fly Dinnerware
16 piece Set

kbleIGSBOOK
I9 Q1

Centerpiece with Che
Teardrop Swag

3z4011

4

95

tr

ith Magno a & Cherub
Your Chol,e

vailable in Cream.
ed or Burgundy

Reg. S39.95

$2
4
97

I ea: dinner plate, salas p ate. cup saucer
scludes Custom tree Orders

9

Designer Paper Towel Holders
Pineapple, Rooster. Apple.Geometric Design

M GCH
Re.; $34 97

17 in.holders %;1th padded feet-slip-off top for easy loading...
Sandstone. Black,Antique Gold. Beige Gold. Antique Copper

CHOMA
Ites $34

Angels•Angels•Angels

en Nutcrackers Frenc
904415

$ü99

99

Miracl
es...
,
Porcelain Nativity Sets
I 1 IX

Hand-Painted

Porcelain or with gold tnm
Wooden base included

99

...starting at

.8 colors and ink;

...a dashing Crisscrossed grosgrain
Christmas ribbons hold cards, notes
tradition photos and other
memorabilia in place...

004404- ;Om.
Re; $5119

4.16i I5 ache'
Ref i'q

Wrap it Up...
_unique wrapsfor the
'holiday gifting season...

...perfect on your tree
or wreath or dress up
o centerpiece...

99

e o Boards

S99941299

nts o

$1"
tep it Up...
1499

as

Christmas ()()
Potpourri 77

Turn your floor into
holiday wonderland with
any one of our accent
mats...several styles...

3 wick Candles

$4
"
$199
Fruit Inclusion Jar Candles
Christmas Tree Candles $999

on Silver or Gold Charger

'4" Hand-painted wooden blocks

Li ht it U
100Count-Indoor- utdoo
White or Colored Lights

for crafts only

$199
j
"pc Porcelain with gold trim old woodee
01441
Ru $1491

7IZ
GUICertificates Available
Sale Prices Good through 11111100

JIM*M.
In $091

Paducah Towne Ctr.
3202 Irvin Cobb Road,Paducah,KY
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.

Prior Saks Exciadmi• Prices Good While Supplies Last • Quantities and Selection May Vary at Store Locations • We Reserve the Rifhl to Limit Quantities

Shop our store on line...anytime....www.treesntrends.com

